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The Palmetto Conservation Foundation is a private, not-for-profit organization dedicated to

managing the growth of South Carolina consistent with the quality of life our citizens have come

to expect. It brings a nonadversarial, research and project-based approach to the issues of growth

management, land use planning, and conservation of natural and cultural resources ,

' This project is funded by the Ford Foundation and the ,Merck Family Fund with assistance from

, the Aapen Institute's State Policy Program.,

-

The South Carblina Institute on Poverty nnd Deprivation has al`so participated in this study.

• ?This paper was produced By Erin _MacLellan, Greg Myers & Dr. Robert Healy for the Palmetto "

Conservation Foundationa 
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Tourism is big business in South Carolina, bringing jobs and dollars to our state. For the

past-generation, state and local leaders have aggressiimly pursued tourist dollars as a

way to fund schools, create jobs and generally improve the quality of life of our citizens.

Nciwhere_is this more evident than on the coast.
-

Evidence is mounting however, that.with the benefits of tourism comes problems;

•Environmental, problems are growing. Traffic congestion and visual pollution increaSe
yearly. Rapid growth brought on by tourism has increased age _old radial tensions, as

.culturai character and native lands aretransformed into, glistening new resorts.. Land use '

debates, rising taxes, 'and confrontations are becoming too commonplace.-

This paper representsan effort by the. Palmetto Conservation Foundation to bring issues"

in coastal tourism in South Carolina into focus. We are seeking -to-be neither a critic of

tourism nor the industry's apologist Rather, we intend to begin a rational debate on the

issues raised.in-this piper, and to structure a workable solution to various probleMs.

The foundation gratefully acknowledges the time and efforts of those who participated in
the preparation of this paper. We also thank The Ford Foundation, Merck Family Fund,

and the State Policy Program of the Aspen Institute for their financial support •

'Robert T. Gable /

Chairman, Board of Directors

Palmetto Conservation Foundation

_
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An Overview Of Tow ism Issues

Along South Carplini'S Coast



needs in relation to tourism.
•

. -
Worth $6.3 billion in 1991, tourism is South Carolina's second largest industry after textiles. The focus

- of todrism in South Carolina has beenthe Coast, 'from the popular beaches of the Grand -Strand to the elite.

resorts Of the Sea Islands. Coastal tourism generates two-thirds of total annual tourism expenditures in the

7 state, with Hony County alone accounting for one-third of the state-wide total

On the phis side, tourism has generated substantial tax revenues for health care, education, and

infrastructure Additionally, it has created hundreds of thousandsof new jobs and lured many visitors who .

later relocated to South Carolina, often as retirees:

On the downside, Many contend that tourism is contributing to skyrocketing_property taxes; environ-

mental pollution and a loss of coastal Cultures and traditions- Critics say tourism's benefitehave bypassed_
coastal natives who have called the region home for generations. Some fear that tourism is destroying the

very essence of the coast that attracted visitors in the first place. -

- During interviews with coastal residents, six common concerns emerged:

South Carolina Coastal natives Dan Ravenel and Phillip Simmons live-dramatically different lifestyles.
Ravenel is a Member of Charleston's elite. He and his family live downtown onBroad Street in a home that. .
has been occupied by their ancestors for seven generations, longer than any other Charleston/family, An
,unpreteritious man, Ravenel sells real estate and considers himself fortunate to live in One Of the most. , ,

- attractive cities on the East Coast, if not in Americ. .- s I 

I 

, 
$.,.

; s

Thirty minutes to the south, Simmons is One of a dwindling number of black natives on Johns Island. A
deicendant of slaves, Simmons owns 50 ides that his family has -occupied since the Civil War. The former '
vegetable farmer survived _bankruptcy and now works as a-bnk teller in Charleston. He Considers himself

. "blessed" to live-on a sea island that'most people Only &min about as a vacation destination.

Despite their contrasting backgrounds and lifestyles, Ravenel and Simmons share a common bond: they

liveidan,economYdrilien by tourism Both men say the tourism industry has had a tremendous impact on
their lives; creating a host of benefits ankproblems. Like many coastal residents, Ravenel and Simmons

consider South Carolina's fastest growing industry a topic oicontroversy. Tourism is at once a Saving grace

and a threat to their way of life. •

-

• Ravenel and Simmons were amonginore than 50. coastal residents who shared their Views about tourism _

for this study. Interviews were conducted in Myrtle Beach, Pawleys Island, Charleston, -Johns Island,

Wadmala* Island, Beaufort, St. Helena Island, and Hilton Head Island. The people interviewed came from .

all walks- of life, from real estate developers and elected officials to native basketmakers and fishermen.
•

'Their issuesof concern were surprisingly similar and represent a starting point for addressing-coastal
-

OvervieW of the Issues

•* Changing Coastal Character

* Racial Tensions

* Employment Opportunities

• *Housing

*Taxation -

*Environment





• ,

Each of these concerns will be examined in detail in this paper;but to fully appreciate the role played

by tourism in these issues,, it's necessary to understand the induStry!s evolution and growth.

Tourism's Beginnings

Tourism's phenomenal growth is linked to the abundance And diversity of South Carolina's tourism

liroducti." The Grand Strand alone consists of beaches stretching nearly uninterrupted for 55 miles. Further

south, relatively undeveloped sea Wanda are woven together by a maritime matrix of creeks, rivers, and

marshes,. Coastal visitors can choose from the resort atmosphere of Hilton Head, the historic charm of

Charleston and Beaufort, the cottage community of pawleysisland or the family fun of Myrtle Beach.

Large-scale tourism is a relatively recent phenomenon in SouthCarolina. Prior to 1950, the Coast was

primarily the domain of native islanders, military personnel, and -long-time residents. Tourism was highly

localized, and for most peopre it was economically insignificant

—Charle-ston resident Dn Ravenel recalls his city during ,the 1940s, when tourisniwat a mere shadow of

its present 'kit Downtown was for the most part rundown and unattractive, boasting only a few restaurants _

and many seed, night spots. Still, its"pleasant weather and historic attractions drew some visitors from the

north.

"Tourists came primarily from Philadelphia, New York, Connecticut and Boston, and they would stay

in private homes or little inns," Ravenel Said. "My grandmother, for instance, lived at 76 Mc:cling Street,

and had a tearoom from February the first to May the first."

Along the Grand Strand, a single hotel and golf course in Myrtle Beach accommodated tourists prior

to World War IL The area was a summer retreat for employees of the Burroughs-Chapin -

Company, a Conway-based livestock and logging concein Whickowned most of the kind that later became

Wide Beach.
,

"Families would come down fro• m Conway and live intents along the beach," said Bill. Pritchard,

executive vice president of Burroughs-Chapin; which today is still the largest landoWner in Myrtle Beach.

The Age of Tourism •

The post-war economic boom led to two developments that launched South Carolina's tourism age: air

conditioning and interstate highways.

"Air conditioning was the most significant development_ leading to the growth of tourism. It:made the

near tropical heat along the coast bearable," said Bill 'Lawrence, executive director of the South Carolina

Division of Parks, Recreation & Tourisms(PRT).-

Improved highway systems also drove tourism The construction of the nation's interstate highways

during the 1950s made long-distance travel possible. Interstate 95, which bisects South Carolina from north

to soUth, is today the most heav4 traveled vaCation route in America.

In 1973, public consumption of alcohol was legalized. This legislative action fueled the growth of the

.restaurant and entertainment business in South Carolina, making the state more attractye to tourists.

4
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,

Betvieen 1970-1990, expenditures .obtrayel.and tourism inSouth Carolina rose niore than tenfold. In

1991,, some. 64 million visits were recorded at the state's _travel information centers. Accommodat
ing

*travellers required 14.7 million room, night.S. About 58 peicentnf room visits — 8.5 million
 -- were spent

•
in coastal counties., .

e•

As tourism's potential became obvious to ;he states imisineas leaders, they bega
,
n to criticize state

government for not promoting the induttry. Insporise, Governor _Robert McNair-recommencied-in'1968

that thelegislature create the -South Carolina DiNiition, of Parks, Recreation and Tourism (PRT)
. _

PRT's staff and budget increased steadily as tourism's potential was realized In 1979, PRT had a budget- -
of $2.4 million, including $450,000 for advertising. By 1090, the budget for travel and touri

sm had grown

to $9:4,million, and PRT spent more than $3 million ..to- advertise the state as r tourist destinat
ion, The

agency's 1990 ad campaign generated more than 685,000 inquiries. -_
„

PRT also provides Marketing service's for meeting and convention planners and operates fund-sharing

and community development programs to provide financial assistance and professional expertise for

tourism-related projects.

•
•

By any measure, PRT's work has paid Oft A nationwide , CNN' /Gallup poRcited Sputh_Carolina at the

third leading vacation destination for 1991 tumbler yacitions. And South Carolina has-become so
 popular

as a touns: ni‘ dettination that .PRT- in 1989 began marketing to the international arena.
- - • - , ,

...
Tourism's Benefits ,

. , To politicians -and the business community, tourism represents a huge tax bonus to the state. While only/

3.5 million people live in SouthCar- Win. ' a, more than 17 million annual visitors stuff South Carolina
's coffers

. . , 
with milhons of dollars in sales-arid accommodations taxes.

During the fiscal year 1990-1991, tourism poured a record level of tax revenue—more than $333 millio
n

4

— into state and local treasuries That was a-10.3 percent increase over fiscal year 1989-90, according to

_PRT. •

- .tourism also has created thousands of new jobs. PRT -estimates that the tourism industry accoun
ted for

-100,000- jobs in 1990 (see Chapter 2, Table 7). Along the coast, tourism employed about 70,000 people:

- In 'addition to drawing Nititors; tourism. has had a secondary, inseparable effect: hiring perm
anent

- residents to coastal areas (see Chapter2, Table 1). Horry Ccii‘inty it the fastest growing county in the state
,

and many of its new ,:residents made_ their first contact at tourists. In 1960, Norry County had _68,060 
,

residents; by 1990 its population had jumped to 144,000. Beaufort County aito has experienced remarkable

grciwth, from 44,000 .in 1960 to 86,090 in 1990. The number of housing unit, including both permanent

residences and second homes, has grown far faster than the -population (see Chapter 2, Table 2).

By attracting visitors and permanent residents, timirsn- has spurred many new businesses along the coast.

Tourists and new residents create 'demand for tourism-related, _businesses like hotels, restaurants and. .

shopping centers. They also have stimulated the expansion of industries indirectly related to tourism, s
uch

as banking„ Construction, arid real estate.
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. "I've always promoted tourism," said Bill Cochrane, president of ALCOA South Carolina, which is the

owner and developer of Dataw Island, an upscale residential community near Beaufort, "I couldn't sell

Dataw without Beaufort."
,

Without tourism, Hilton Head Ls land residents would not be able to shop at the 350,000-square:foot Mall

at Shelter Cove. The mall rakes in the Majority of sales from April through August, when tourists flock to

, the island;

'_
"Tourism has been a great benefit to the people living- -on Hilton Head," said Julie Fine,' Ma 11 manager.

"Only 23;000 people live here, but thez enjoy the benefits of a Hyatt Hotel, entertainment, and the shopping

experience of a majofmall."

• ,

Despite the benefits of tourism, &mita' lresidents Cited numerous problems associated with the industry's..

rapid growth. growth. One major issue of concern is the changing character of the coast, a transformation that

dramatically dramatically impacts the lifestyles of residents, whether natives _or newcomers.

*Sue: The Changing Coastal Character

At-the state level,. tourism has been largely non-controversial, vie'wed Primarily as an impOrtantand

growing- industryIn local communities, however, tourism has generated heated controversy and bitter -

feelings as residents struggle with dramatic changes to their homes and communities. Nowhere has-this

been more'evident than in towns along the coast.

,
On Hilton Head Island, native islasders fondly retail the days when the island was pristine and cut off -

from the mainland. "The island was nice once," said Joe Driessen, 48. "Now there's businesses all over here

to make MoneY. You can't do a lot of thingS. Everyone's frustrated It's not Hilton Head lib more. It's like

St. Augustine; it's a tourist spot."

-
• Traditionally; coastal natives made a living fishing, farming and raising livestock. They had unlimited

access to creeks and marshes that were breeding grounds for shrimp, oysters, clams, and crabs. Most families

had i patch of collardsseveral chickens and a cow. •

• "My mama used to ski, that no one need to go hungry on MUrrells Inlet," said Genevieve Peterkin, who

spent her 'childhood summers on Murrells Inlet and now lives there. "You could fish for oysters, shrimp,, ,

ind clams. There were no (fishing) seasons and no pollution."

_ -
Before tourism, economic activity revolved around sustaining the family. When harvests were too large

for a single family, they were shared with others, Peterkin recalled., To acquire goods and services they •

couldn't provide for themselves, families bartered.. .

The traditional economy required little formaltraining: of education. For example, Bennie Hudson,

owner of Hucison's, Seafood on Hilton Head Island, left school in the ninth grade but went on to build a

prosperous-fishing operation and opened one of the first successful seafood restaurants on Hilton Head.

Tourism in those days had little effect on local lifetstyles. For the Most part tourism was restricted to

people making brief visits to beach cottages. "The native islanders weren't dependent on tourism back then,"



said Becki Brantley, Who lives on -PawleysiIsland. "Theold- tom:iota didn"1 provide a lot of jobs,- hut it did

raise the levelof the economy." 7,

While many reminisce aboutthe simpler way of life before tourism, they also remember the struggles.

_ There were few jobs, Wilted health care, and poor educational systems. Fated withe lack of employment

,..opportunities, many people left the state for jobs and Most of_those who stayed had low incomeg.

As for health care, it was sorely lacking along South-Carolina's coast Until the Mid-1970s. Bill Jenkins,

.a native of johns Island, recalls how his father transported the sick from the island to Charleston,

"He was Often callecrupon to pill people to mainland hospitals, and some of those people died in the„ _

back of his truck while he waited for the bridges to close;" said Jenkins, founder of Sea Island CompreheriSive,

: Health Care, Inc.,_ whiCh opened in the 1970s to serve Johns, Wadrnalaw and Edisto islands. _
-

,

As touriOm groivtlt accelerateX people began to take advantage of new opportunities to earn a living.

Oystering ii ̀a hard way of life," said Hilton Head Island native Bennie Hudson. "When tourism took off,

- _ people saw another life. They-gave up °yowling to rake the yards, .be a chef, or w-Ork as a doorman at the

- _ hotels." -
"

LoCal people slowly became integrated into the touriem economy and net longer relied solely upon'

hunting, fishing-, and farming to sustain their fainilies.'yet people who have chosen to maintain traditional

' ‘employinent and _lifestyles -find themselves under increasing pressure from tourism and development.
- • _

. • , Fishing : An Occupation Under Pressure _

_ Tourism growth had a major impact "onrtssidents who harvest theses for a living. As tourists and new
-

residents flocked to the coast, they put additional pressures on local, fisheries. As a result, State officials-

instituted restrictions that make it difficult for small fishermen like Lonnie Taylor to make a living.

Lonnie Taylor has farmed and fished,onWadmalaw Island for 57 yeara. At dawn he climbs into his 167

_ foot plywood boat and travels down one of the island 'smany creeks, pulling crab pots and casting for shrimp.

He returns home with-theinconiing tide,-then drives to Charleston to sell his catch.

• , •

,"flised to be able to make a living fishing, but now they have so many restrictions They:don't let you

• •- fish certain pans, and they tell you how milch you cancatch, and they won't you sell shrimp unless you.,
, _•

have 4 license," Taylor said.

Like most native islanders, Taylor chafes at the government restrictions and red tape created to control

the increase in fishing by coastal visitors and new residents. 2He's been arrested severat limes for selling

shrimp without, a license: The $256 fines are a -hardship on Taylor, Who raised eight children and lives in
, •
a modest home:

Sonth'Carolina shrinipeis Libby and George Ambrose, also of Wadmalaw Wand, fear their livelihood, , .

will go by the wayside, partly as a result of tourism. The Ambro:se's trawler, The Underdor .s -docked on

Bohicket Creek, a once quiet waterway that is now pliedby pleasure boats and yachts. The Aubroses think---

,
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that waterfront property will become so valuabfe that docks Will eventually be replaced by homes, marinas,

-and commercial establishments They fear Bohicket Creek could become like Shem Creek in Mt. Pleasant.
_

•

Once a small fishing village, Mt. Pleasant is now a booming suburb of Charleston. Numerous_trawlers

used tiy dock along Shem Creek, but most have disappeared, replaced-by seafood restaurants and pleasure

boats "The tourist trade chased away the shrimpers bec.ause waterfront property is now too valuable to tie
•up for docks," George Ambrose said.

BasketmakIngl Rural Art Under:Pressure

- Elizabeth Mazyck also finds her lifestyle changing as a result of tonrism. Mazyck is a sweetgrass

basketmaker who operates a roadside Stand aking-U.S. Highway 17 north of Mt. Pleasant. Mazyck,

' whose baskets_ are on view _in the Smithsonian Institute, grew up helping her aunt Sell baskets , along

Highway 17. -

2

For Mazyck, tourism has been good in some ways, luring droves of visitors to Mt. Pleasant. But the

thriving tourist trade that spurs her basket sales also has stimulated heavy residential and commercial

development. This growth is now forcing Mazyck off-the land where she sells her wares and also is

- threatening a 300-year-old art form unique. to the South Carolina coast:

_

The All Saints Lutheran Church is building a new church on .the land where-Mazyck sells her baskets,

so she will he forced to relocate. Over the past five years, Mazyck has watched many of her friends pushed

out by development. In response to their plight, some elected Officials have suggested building a

.basketmakers center, where all fir women could gather tosell their att. Mazyck is willing to Consider such

a solution, but said She'd rather stay by the roadside. "This is just like home to me. I've been here since_
, I was sik years old.' - /

Another problem created by .tourisin development, is the destruction of the sweetgiass supply.

"Developers are taking the land where the sweetgriss grows and stomping houses on them," said-Althea :

• 'Coakley of Mt.. Pleasant, who has been weaving baskets since she was a child. In fact, sweetgrass supplies '

have become so scarce in South Carolina that, many basketmakers go to Georgia to harvest the plant,

- _

Not only does development threaten the sweetgrass supply, it brings increasedstraffic and congestiOn:

—. When I was little girl, Highway 17 was a two-lane road. Now, I avoid going into Mt. Pleasant_becaiise,
it has developed so Much. I'm afraid of the highway-,"  Coakley said.

-Urban Lifestyles In Transftloti • -

_ Charleston has changed drastically with tourista. As late as the 1950s downtown Charleston was

impoverished, a 'notion that is difficult to fathom while strolling through the city's flourishing historic

-district. 
,

"When I was growing up here in the '50s; my father "struggled desperately along with everyone else,"

• Said Charleston native Dan Ravenel. "Charleston was a very poor place. Very few of the houses had paint -

on them. Virtually every house was white, because it was cheaper to buy white paint.", -



_
: To make money, many people sought jobs elsewhere; "You leftCharleston and 

lived somewhere else-

: for 20 years' and worked for Exxon, or Westinghouse, Or somebody else in another 
part of the eountry. And -

then you came back here and opened up -a business," Ravencl said.
4 1

• While toutism hat brought great eeonomic benefits to ,Charleston, it also has b
rought mobs of visitors.

"Three or four tour buses will 100-200 people at a time 'and you literally Cannot walk along the

sidewalk," said Charlotte Fairey, director of Historic Charleston Bed & Breakfast
, :n local association:

- Tourists roam at will; maiwunaware,that most of the historic homes and-build
ings they see are still in

use. "I've caught these people using my backyard as a urinal," Ravenel said. -"T
his it a living city that does

• not-have the _facilitie.s to handle all these people."

•

' Tourism also has causedreal estate taxes to rise •dramatically, and the city's high cost
 of living is forcing

out capartment residents, and naafi- businesses that have given Charleston much of 
its charm. , •

- "Some people fear that Charleston is turning into a ',Colonial Disneyland. Th
eyee touriim'as a violation

-

of Charleston," Ravenel said. . •

Ravenel and hiswife/Linda point to the problems of tburism, but they are also
 quick Id acknowledge

the pluses Like itayenel's grandmother, they entertain visitors and rent out th
eir carriage houte. The lodging -

fees help pay their $8,Q00 annual property tax bill,

•

- And Fairey, who may dislike the Crowded sidewalks, enjoys coordinatin
g the localbed and breakfast

traffic add rents out ,her own carriage house. Both she and the, Ravenels make thei
r homes open for tours

, /-
and are clearliproucf of, -their" historic Citi.

"People want to have theircake and eat it, too," Ravenel acknowledged "What we n
eed to do is manage

the._ growth better."
• - r

-

To the north, in Myrtle Beach, residents also find themselves at odds with 
tourism development. The.

most recent controversy is the Dixie-Stampede,-a family dinner theater with a Wild West theme that is being •

built near the exclusive Dunes subdivision. When the site of the new attraction
 was announced, the Dixie

Stampede faced fierCe opposition from Dunes residents, because it Wilt increase tr
affic in their neighbor-

hood. After months of debate; local leaders approved construction Of the attracti
on, despite opposition from •

city planners The,Dunes-subdivision- residents_ have said they'll take the matter to court.
, -

, RactalTenslons, '. _ _ _ . ,
Changes and conflicts_ brought about by tourism have exacerbated age-old racial t

ensions along the

coast Many blacks interviewed for this study felt the tourism economy ha
s been imposed on them by

•-whites, rattily of whom have come ,into,eoastire.ommunities from out Of state.
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• Today, blacks are outnumbered in coastal areas, a dramatic change from 50 years ago. For example,

Hilton Head Township in 1940 had 81whites and 1,379 blacks. Now whites make up 90 percent of the

land'spopulation.

The transition from a rural black culture to a wealthy white culture has had an impact in many areas,

' including education. Six-generation iilander Juan Byers said there is no questiOn that the quality of

education facilities on Hilton Head has imprci*ed. The small school house he attended as a Child has been

replaced-by modern facilities and better services.

However, Byers said black children are at a strong economic disadvantage from the time they enter

school, and that they adoptlhe expectations of the white students. "The white kids on Hilton Head go to

-school in BMWs and Metr,edes. Our kids see What they have and they forget about their own culture," Byers

said. ' ' _

Additionally, schools stress the valueS okhe dominant White community ancl ignore the local native _

island culture, according to Byers and fellow native islander Morris Campbell The two black leaders deplore

;the fact that the 'schools don't teach courses. about the sea island (Gullah) history and culture.

"People' need to be taught who they are, but there's no one to teach our children about the sea island -

Culture. When I was in school all the teachers were black," Campbell Said.

Not only do native islanders believe they are losing touch with their culture, but they also are being denied

.access to_land and waterways enjoyed by previous generations. Exclusive residential developments called

-"plantations" have been erected along the coast for wealthy retirees and second-home buyers. Guarded

Security gates at plantations prevent native islanders from entering without purchasing special passes This

his created great animosity on the part of blacks, whose ancestors once lived and are now buried On that

same land.-

Byers of Hilton Head Wand feelssespecially angry aboui the plantations. His family's graveyard was

placed near the sea before the Civil War to provide souls aneasypassage to Africa. Now, the graveyard is

part of Sea Pines Plantation, and the path to Africa is brocked by condominiums and a_gOlf course. To visit

the graves, -Byers must seek permission to pass through the plantation's SeCurity gate. •

Blacks, also angry_because they believe the overwhelming majority of tourism benefits have gone

to whites; in many cases out-of-state whites who have relocated to take advantage oteconomicopportunities.

"There's a basic mistrust between whites and blacks and it's,becoming more divisive," said Joe Mix,

a white Beaufort business leader and owner of Island Outfitters. "Blacks have not enjoyed the fruits of

tourisni, and as tourism continues to bypass blacks, they are feeling more and more exploited."

Thomas Barnwell, a black businessman and community leader on Hilton Head bland, said the island

natives were not included in-the island's economic developmentand have been ignored during its planning

process "You don't know how much it hurts to be left out," he said.

10



- Additionally; blacks face almost insurmountable odds when they try to obtain financing and aisistance/ 2..

for developing businessea. Of thousands of businesses onBillon Head, only one dozen are owned by blacks,

said Morris CampbelL
-

. The sense of exploitation felt by blacks' stems from the greed and prejudice ofsome businesa-leaderi,

said the Rev. Tony Campbell, former executive director of Camp Baskervill, a service organization and

ministry on Pawley's Island. -

"Moat developers just want to make a buck," Laid the , Rev. Campbell. "They're_ not :interested in

developing the local economy. They came in here with-the notion that blacks are just people who can cook,
and make beds. The indigenous population becalms invisible to them"

• .

, -
Many of the black native islanders interviewed for this report expressed skepticism about the project -

And its potential benefits. They complain that they have been interviewed and studied many gums but have,
never seen any, benefit from the studies '

&sae: Employment'

As traditional- lifestyles and occupations dwindled, -tourism created numerous new job opportunities:. _
,

But tourism workers complain about low pay, seasOnal ivorkilack, of benefits and limited prospects' for •

advancement: •

f

Tracy Whiley,,26, is one of thousands of hospitality workers in Myrtle Beach. During the busy slimmer
• .

months of 1991, Winley winked as a. hotel mai.a seven day a a week* an -hourly rate of $5.25, After. ,
subtracting taxes and $14 for bus fare, Winley_took-horne $144 eath week. ,

This, fall, when the tourist season dropped off, Winley's hours were cut to part-time, and she took honfe-. _
only $95. "It's just a waste to tell'you the truth. We workfor nothing," she said. During the low season ,

between December And March, Winley islaid off and collects unemployment

-Theseasonality of tourismemploynient can be seen in the fluctuating number ofjobs listed inthe coastal -•

-offices. of the South-Carolina Employment and 'Security 'Commission.- • ./
•

Larry Parker, director of the employment office in Bluffton, noted; "In July, there may be openings

Today [January 1992], there are 69,",-,

In Myrtle Beach, inspection ofjob-listings in October -1991, just After the tourism season ended, found

fewer than 10 jobs of any kind. By that time, several hundred tourism industry workers had filed Form 114,

which allOwa seasonally unemployedworkers to collect benefits until retailed by their employers, without

having_to seek ne44, work.

.s..• • •••—•



Trinsportatlori

Despite low wages, tourism jobs provide sufficient incentive to motivate people to travel long distances -

to work. Workers in Myrtle Beach Cottle from as far away as Florence to their jobs. In Hilton Head, more

than 600 'workers travel up to three hours each day, from, as far away as Allendale and Smoaki.,

Worker& usually travel in chartered buses and vais. They say they endure the long Commute because

tourism jobs are better than the minimum wages that they would earn at home. And in some Communities,

there aren't any jobs at all.

• 7 Not surprisingly; transportation is one of the major concerns of hospitality workers along the coast. Daily

bus fares are a severe hardship On people earning-little more than minimum wage. Because workers travel

from long_ distaices, marry said they must catch the bus, at dawn and don't get home until '7 p.m.

,• This long commute results in tired Workers who are stressed out trying to find child care conducive to,

their work schedules, said Frieda Mitchell, who runs a daycare center on St. Helena Is land. Nearly 65 percent

Of parents using the daycare facility's ServiCkiare single heads of households, and most are working parents., ,

Many women have to make arrangements with three different people to tend to their Children while

they're it work," Mitchell Said. For instance, a typical working mother has to catch the bus at 5 a.m. and

r Must find someone to care for her children in the early hours. Then she must ask someone to pick up her

'children when daycare ends; and also arrange for someone to babysit until she arrives home in the evening,

Mitchell said.

•

Often these childcare arrangements fall through. When this happens, young childrenare neglected, fUld -

teenagers get into itrouble with the law.

• , •

A recent study of public transportation, conducted by the Delowe Corporation for PRT (see bibliogra-

phy) showed that reliability and cost were the two most important factors-affecting the decisions of workers

to usa public _transportation.

Despite their dependence upon public transportation for employees, only 38 percent employers located

. in the LOWOonntry/Resort Islands-area expressed a high degree of interest in improving public transportation,

according to the Delowe study._ And none ,indicated a willingness to coordinate shift times with public

transportation schedules, or in providing employees with a ̀financial subsidy for transportation. '

In the Grand Strand area, however, 86 percent of _ employers indicated a high degree of ,interest in
, 

- participating in development of an improved public transportation network. Some 43 percent said they were

willing to consider amending shift times to accommodate bus schedules, and 14 percent were willing to assist

111 

-employees with payment of bus farm, according to the Delowe study. -

. ..
\

Few Benefits, for Hospitality Workers

, Because her job is seasonal, Tracy Winley of Georgetown earns no benefits and has to pay for a private

insurance plan that covers only hospitalization.,Her situation is quite typical of those' in the hospitality

industry.' •



On Hilton Head, the majority of hotel Workers go without benefits, ,according to the Hilton Head Island \

Packet newspaper, which published a special repOrt-callecl "Blacks on Hilton Head" in October 1991 (see

Bibliography). -

- -

Only the largest resorts on Hilton Head pathealth arid life insurance benefits, and employees Usually'_ , , . _ ,

- must work at leak 324iouria week annually to receive benefits, the newspapertaitAt some hotels, workers -

, who qualify for benefits pay for a portion of their coverage The Mariner's bin is the only hotel in Hilton

Head providing medical, dental and life insurance at no cost to employees, according to the Island Packet., . , • ' 
,.

- The Mall at Shelter Cove, HiltonRead's -largest shopping center, employs 2 frill-time maintenance

-- -workers By Hilton Head standards, mall employees are well treated. Starting pay is $6, but a few of the

longer tent workers are making $8-an hour, said Mall Manager Julie-Fine.

Unlike most island ethployers, Fine provides,her workers with a 6 percent annual pay raise, health and

- life insurance benefits and paid vacati6n. Nevertheless, she experiences a 40 percent turnover rate among

maintenance employees Fine isn't sure why turnover is so -high, but she said most employers on Hilton

Head experience the same problem, and that workirs tend to float from job to job. ,
,

John Maxwell, owner of the Hendrix House-Hotel in Myrtle Beach anda-past president of the Hotel/

Motel Association, said the hospitality industry should provide better benefits.

reason they ddn'tis becauSe there aren't any unions clowt here," said _Maxwell, who moved to

Myrtle Beach from Ohio "Up north, the employers are under a lot more pressure to provide benefitibecause

the unions are all over them." _

LIttle,Rocours_o for Grelvances

In an effort to,improve workers! conditions, Dons Grant, a Hilton Head native, has started wnetwork
,
on Hilton Head Island called the-Unclerground RailrOad. The organization has 200 members who pay \$10

a year to receive information on employment rights. Network volunteers hear- worker problems, then take

action to resolve them.'

Grant, who his worked as a maid and waitress, understands the frustrations felt by hospitality workers., _

"It's hard to get a raise and you work-hard-everyithere. They expect us to be satisfied grabbing crumbs off,
, rich people's tables," she said.

2
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•1

Because there are no unions, Workers are afraid to, fightfor better wages and benefits, Grant said. When I

a group of workers at the Hyatt Hotelin Hilton- Head staged a walkout in 1990 to improve, working,

conditions, they were promptly fired.-Attempts by workers to organize a labor union on Hilton Head Island _

have as yet been Unsuccessful - -
_ o

The Greenville, S.C,-basedCaroliria.Alliance for Free Employment is trying to establish a workers'

-rights group on the island, and the NAACP innotmcecl list fall that it wants Hilton Head businesses to sign 

a Fair Share Agreement similar to one signed a year age, in Myrtle Beach. The Fair Share agreement covers



1.

•/- •
issues sUch as hiring and promotion, procurement from black businesses, representation of blacks on boards,

and .contributions to black community groups. :

• , -

Those fighting for-Unproved -worker rights said that unionization or Fair Share agreements could help

reduce turnover, notoriously high in the hospitality and tourism industry. -

• Little Advancement:

Tourism workers interviewed for this paper alsocomplained about the lack of opportunities for job

- advancement within the tourism industry. •

M age 18, John Taylor, son of crabber Lonnie Taylor, couldn't find work as a welder, so he took a job

as -a Waiter at the Jasmine Porch, a posh restaurant on Kiawah Island. Ten years later, he's still working the

same job, but said he's glad- to have it, given the few employment alternatives.

•

The Hilton Head Island Packet newspaper reported in its "Blacks on Hilton Head"_special report.that

, blacks are poorly represented in management positions in the tourism inthistry.

• At the Hyatt Hotel on Hilton Head, about 50 percent of the staff is black but only two of 20 department

heads are black. Ax the Marriott, three of 32 Managers are black, and at the Westin Hotel; 10 Of 74managers

are black, the -newSpaper said. Hotel employers told the island Picket that one serious obstacle to

• advancement is that inany-of the local blacks do not want to relOcate. To climb the ladder in the tourism

,industry, it is often necessary to move. Of the minorities who are managers at Hilton Head hotels, several

Were brought in from out Of states.

But black employees interviewed for this paper said, they shouldn't- have to relocate in order to be

promoted. They also complained that there are so few supervisory jobs available, that it can be next to

impossible to get one. •

"I've been &Sing this job for eight years, but I work with ladies who have been here for 20 or 30 years,"

- - said Tracy Winley, 26, a hotel maid in Myrtle Beach. "All of those ladies would be ahead of me if a promotion

ever came around. There's no chance :for me to move up."

Few Job Alternatives

Coupled with seasonal work and limited job mobility, a coastal economy dominated by tourism offers

few employment alternatives, according to thOse-interviewed.

Employment statistics bear this out. On Hilton Head Island there are few jobs outside of tourism. Of

the Islpd's 18,000 person labor force, 19,000 people are employed in tourism.

. _
'Beaufort County has 32,730 non-manufactUring jobs, of which 10,470 are in the service *tor, which

includes, tourism. Yet it has only 1,270 manufacturing jobs, the third lowest number in the state_ •

14



• As a restilt, people seeking employment outside the tOnrism induS_try ofteninu:st leaye
 the cOast. "There's '

a tzemendot brain drain along thec.past,'" said John Maxwell,--aC4Councilman and-hOterowner i
n Myrtle-

- ' Beach "My "My daughter attends Coastal Carolina College, but there aren't any jobs here 
for her."' -

• -; - ,

• Althea 'Coakley; a •Mt. • Pleasant svieetgrais.baaketmaker who works part-time
 s a maid, said young

people cannot find ihigh-paying jobs. "You ain't get into the factories. The peo
ple who workthere got the -

jobs along tline ago, and they , won't quit," ,

• Like many coastal youth, two "of Coakley's brothers left honie seeking jobs
, eventually settling in

, Sandusky, Ohio,, where they now work in aTmeat packing plant.
- - ,

-Diversifying The Economy, -

Some business and government officials see economic diversification as The an
swer to-long-term stable

employment. "Touristh can-be good if it is kept in balance," said Jerry Baikie, former mayor of Hilton Head

Island "We need some clean industry to stabilize the economy" _

But therein lies the hitch. Many people *tend that resort operators and develo
ped are opposed to any

induatriar growth in Beaufort County, When Porter Incorporated announced pl
ans in 1989 to build a yacht

factory on the Colleton River near Hilton Head; local developers and resort owners opposed the project, and,

it ultimately failed to Win approval from elected officials.

"There's a tremendous resistance to any light industry," said Beaufort business 
leader Joe Mix."'They're •

- so afraid of having the environment damaged or having rampant industr
ial development so that they just

,
resist all of it." ' - 

-
-

i•

-"john Curly, chairman of the Hilton,lieailisland Visitors -8c Convention
 Center, said developers are not

:opposed to all industry, only to heavy industry that would detract from 
the island's tourism attractiOns.

"We've oftenlelt that being a one industry town is dangerous. What we n
eed is a more diverse economy -

that would not detract from tourism," he said. - • - - 3

_

Curly would like to see more high-tech, clean industries like Kygre Industries, which
 is locateCi-in Hilton,

Head and Makes night vision equipment. But he admits most high-tech compani
es don't want to on

, , • , -, -
the island because it lacks an educated, trained work force. , -

_
,

Yet this same work force does offer opportunity for some manufacturers A report
 issued in 1987 by

, -- the South - Carolina State Development Board suggested that the high numb
er of underemployed Workers

, .. , -

in the Lowthuntry could provide an attractive incentive for recruiting manufa
cturer& •

- 
,.

, •

•

The issue of generating non-tourism jobs has been a ,focus of attention in efforts to determine the future

use-of the 4,000-acre Myrtle Beach Air Force Base, scheduled to close in 1994
. Many residents think the

base Closing offers a unique opportunity to diversify the economy.

_"Tourism is a• very good thing, but we need more Than that for otir community
 to grow and flourish,"

saidOarden City resident Jesse Ward. "We need high tech and business parks and offi
ces so the kids Wha _

go off to College can get a job here when ther_re done."
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Issue: Education And Training ••_
Kitty Green, an African-American, recently opened two restaurants on St. Helena Island and in

downtown Beaufort. "As a black person, I wanted to create jobs for other blacks and I wanted to network
- -With both blacks and whites," said the energetic owner of the Gullah House restaurants

( -
But when she looked for employees, Green found it difficult to find workers with sufficient education

and training "Many of them could barely fill out an application. I decided not to worry whether they could

read or write. We train them how to set up tables, cook, and serve," she said.

-
_ Education and training are critical,issues among workers and employers in the tourism 'economy of

'coastal South Carolina The state's illiteracy (see Chapter 2, Table 10) and dropout rates are among the
: - -- highest in the nation, and the low educational level is a huge problem for employers._ -

"Basic skills. We need basic skills," said Coupe de Ville, director of personnel at Waccamaw, Inc., the

-- Myrtle Beach-based household goods retailer. "Our employeeshave cominuncetions skills of the fifth to

eighth grade level, but our stores requireirinth to twelfth grade skills"

Low education is such n problem for WacCamaw that the company is developing a voluntary skills

enhancement program for its workers. The program will be Made available to Waccamew's 2,400

employees, including 400 in Myrtle Beach: - ,

• 

, Thomas Norby,,a vice president at-Sea Pines PlantatiOnin Hilton Head, said Sea Pines has a six-week

literacy program each year and offers internal training programs But he thinks the hospitality industry needs

to do more. "The resort industry as a whole has not kept pace with education. We need to do abetter job

at training and-educating people." • -

- Many workers with low-paying tourism jobs have little access to job tr,aining, said Veronica Miller, a -

board member :of the Institute for Community Education and Training (ICET) in Hilton -Head. ICET, a

nonprbfit 'group serving the indigenous and low income population of the Lowcountry, was founded in 1981

to train Workers and linkthem with job&

The institute conducted a study of 2,000 *omen in 1985 and found that training was the most significant

obstacle to finding jobs (see bibliography). And while 40 percent of the 'women who were employed said

they needed job training, only 12 percent were receiving trainiiig,,according to the study.

• 
Presently, ICET has lost most of Its funding for education and training programs. As a result, the institute

is :limited to providing the few services for which it has funding--after-school tutoring' and a-summer

program for at-risk children.

, Employer support for education and training is severely lacking in the tourism industry, said Anne

McNutt, president -of the Technical College of the Lowcountry (ItL) in Beaufort, which enrolls 1,228

students.
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issue: Housing

• - "Unfortunately, many of the employers around here aren't interested in developing a career ladder for

their employees," McNutt said. "They-just want to hire people for nine months out-of the year and don't

see a need-to educate or 'develop them." - -

,

' This situation surprised McNutt when she ,came to _Beaufort five -years ago from Nashville. "I was

-accustomed to- living in a manufacturing economy, where employers demonstrated a much higher level of, _
interest and support for education and,training."

,

TCL strives to match the needs of a tourism-dominant 'economy, McNutt said The college Offers courses

and degrees-in tennis club management, culinary arts, hotel and restaurant management, horticulture, hotel

Maintenance, and other areas relevant td the tourism industry. To make classes accessible to workers, the

college has evening courses and operates a satellite campus on Hilton Head Island. - -
, _ •

All of the college's degree and certificate prograths have an advisory council of employers who inform_,
instructors about workplace needs. While this employer input is very valuable,-McNutt would like to see

, more participation_from employers in other area:s.

_ like to see more employers provide tafigible rewards like raisesand promotions for employees who

complete courses or earn a-degree," slie said. "I think more employers should provide assistance With tuition .

- .and school eiPensea. After all, good workers are at a premium in this area. But support for higher, education

is just not there; with a few exceptions": -

,
McNutt pbinted tope Royal Golf &Tennis Club on Hilton Head as a successful case study of employer

-training assistance. "They provide literacy training tO, their employees, and once they're literate, Royal Golf

sends them to us. They're very interested in.develoPing and:training,their employees." _

, McNutt said the college has a number of outreach programs to target people most in need of education

and training. ,"But no matter what we do, there's a Certain group we won't teach. Some parents just don't

. , _\support and encourage _their children to seek higher education. Those children_ don't even view higher

•,education as an option."

Poor education along the coast is perpetuated by the demands faded by parents working in the hospitality I

' - industry, said Frieda Mitchell, whci:Operates a government= atssisted,daycire center on St. Helena Island. The -

long hours these employees put in commuting and-working Makes it difficult to provide the stable, nurturing

home life-necessary to foster academic performance,- shOaid. •

_
Workers the touristh industry repeatedly cited the lack of affordable housing as a major problem. Many

commute from long distances because they can't afford to live in the resort areas where they work. ,
• 

- . •. 
--

The problem is most acute on Hilton Head, Island, where 'in_1990,..the median value of owner-occupied

housing units_ was $200,80.0,, and 'there were more units valued at more than $500,060 than under $75,000.



building more, but says bank financing is very tight. t-

•

Rental housing is also extremely expensive by statewide standards and nearby mainland communities such

as Bluffton are reluctant to see an expansion Of low income housing.

. 'There'sa great need for more public housing on Hilton Head," said Juan Byers, who manages the only

public housing Project on HiltOn Head and has long waiting Hits for 'available units.

Tom Barnwell, a black leader-on Hilton Head, is one of the few developers who have built honks and

apartments for "working people." He also is the only black member of the Hilton Head Property Managers

Association. Rent in Barnwell's properties range from $260 to $508 a month, based on the income of the

'renter. "My business has grown as a result of tourism. I provide housing to people vAio are natives and people -

who have moved to Hilton Head from Jasper County and beyond for Fibs," he said.

'Barnwell has a waiting list of 43 people who-want space in his housing developments. He'd consider-

John Curry' , chairman Of the Visitors and Convention Bureau on Hilton Head, said the island might face '-

a major labor shortage in the future if efforts aren't made to build affoidable housing for workers.

Even for:managers, housing costs are:high. "It's cheaper to live-in the Chicago suburbs than on Hilton,

Head Island," said Julie Fine, manager of the Mall at Shelter Cove, -

_

In Myrtle Beach, there's been talk ofbuilding dormitories for workers but nothing has materialized. The

\ city of Myrtle Beach recently purchased some land to build moderate *come housing costing $60,000, but.

that would not be affordable for most hospitality wOrkers. 

Near Pawleys Pawleys Island, Camp BaskerVillhas built more housing for native islanders than the entire county

lensing program, said the Rev. Tony Campbell, former executive director of Camp Baskervill, an Episcopal

*teach organization.

,

s Issue: Taxation

Toui-ism and development have caused land values along the coast to soar, which in turn has increased

. property taxes. The higher taxes have raised much needed revenues for local government but also have

placed a new burden on those landowners whose incomes have.not kept pace with rising tax- bills.

On Johns Island, many blacks have been forced to sell their land or have lost property at public auctions

because of high taxes, said island native Bill Jenkins. "Blacks have lost so much land over the past 40 years

that if they keep losing it at this rate, they'll have nothing left," he said. Part of the problem lies in the structure

of land ownership along the coast, he said. After the. Civil War, freedmen received land grants from the

government or purchased property. To the newly freed slaves, land ownership took on a special significance.

In if devastated post-war economy, land literally 'ensured survival

-
• Through the decades land was parceled and handed down from generation to generation without 

any

Of the landholders having clear title: This "heirs property" represented n safeguard passed from fathers to

sons against the vagaries of the eadioniy. During the post-World War II economic boom, Many black

landowners moved' tonorthern cities in search of jobs._ Those Who stayed behind 7-- often the old or less

• 18
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-edticatedeindisiiduals were left with the yespon:sibility(of paying, taxes on many parcels.of family; land._

As tourism and 'related development grew, the land )itildings of native islanders became more valuable,
 and -

taxes . skyroOketed:l.tandoWners-Who.irire unable to afford the taxes lost their land.

- • ,

- The maim of heirs property made it-easy for developers to purchase the increasingly valuabl
e land.

Islanders often died without clear title or a legal Will; so their landholdings were divided am
ong remaining

heirs,- many of whomlived out of state. pevelopeis purchased the choicest parcels of the heir' holdings"

for nominal prices, isolating remaining landholders roads or from creeks used for irrigation: As a result,

the land became less useful and, the remaining heirs were forscedto‘ sell at a discount to the developers.'

. • - 
, . _

cAs taxes soared On the sea islands, farmers were especially hard hit. Rising taxes oftetycoincided wit
h

- •
poor .crop years.-Phillip Simmons of Johns Island said he was forced into,bankruptcy after several years of

- drought killed his crops, and his tax bill_rose "I almost lost everything. I was in despair. But through G
od's

grace; I worked my way Out of-the, black hole without losing my land;" said Simnions, • who now work
s as

4 bank iellei in Charleston:
„

, -

The Rev Alonza. Washington; pastor of the Hebron-Zion' :Presbyterian .Church on -Johns Island
, said -

• . ,

black leaders and churches now take an active tole in trying to prevent land lois. Churches on Johns 
Island

have set up a loose comnlittee called "Save Black Land!' to help people who'can't pay their ta
xei.

' We've helped families locate absentee owners and ,cOnvince them to pay their taxes so they could keep

their land," NValliington said ",lfwe find out someone ia ih 'trouble with their taxes, we take up co
llections

. to help-. them." 

As development spills onto Johns Island,from neighboring Iciawah _island,- landowners like P
hillip

Simmons itrilleontinde to face increased taxes. On the land that. his father once paid $T in taxes,
 Simmons_

"now pays $1,00 lapantme investors have purchased 4.00 acres next to his parcel and are selli
ng kits for

$80,000 "I May have to sell my land one day, but they're not going to get it for nothing," 
Simmonsiaid.. •

_

While property values have spared, incomes for many people, have not. As a result, native islanders -

end up being land rich but cash poor, ,

. -
• • „..

Jason Brown, who works as a belbnan at the WestinHotel, in Hilton Head; said he paid $2,000 in taxes 
I

in 1976 On 10 , acres bordering Highway 278 on Hilton :Head Island 2 When the . highway was Widen
ed, ,

,
Brown's prOperty was assessed at 2 higher value because of its potential Commercial use. Even though

-Brownpnly his mobile homes on the land, he-now had a tax bill of $9,000 last year. , I
-

- ,

' Under ,South Carolina law, if apersonlives on one piece Oland but owns other property =is is often

the case among native islanders -- the other property is taxed at 6 percent of assessed value. However,
 land I ,

\ . • _ . _ , __

_ - used as Cr
opland or timberland can heasaised at 4 percent of its use value instead of 6 percent of market

.valut. To be Considered. for the use value exemption, islanders must apply after the beginning of the new-
, _ 1

lax" year and the use must be documented by inspection. "
-- 

, .
,

, , • - ,

. Zoning, potential land use; marketvalde 7-. - all of .these terms can be perplexing to native; islanders

, .unfamiliar With the intricacies of the tax system "We've had to educate people about taxes," said Bill Jenkins .,

of Johns Island. "We have to :explain to some people that yob can't go _to the bank to borrow money to,p
' ay

your taxes" - -- • ., 
I 

. _ _,



Jenkins recommends that people who can't afford their taxes lease their land rather than sell it. He

leaders at the Penn Center on St. Helena's Island hold workshops and classes to advisepeople on how to

I keepthe'rland.

1

Tax Crunch in- Historic Charleston

Iiising taxes are wit limited to rural coastal residents Urban areas such as Charleston also are facing

the tax squeeze. As Charleston became more appealing to tourists and -retirees, home prices soared,

according to Dan Ravenel, .owner of Daniel Ravenel Real Estate Company. "In 1969, the Pineapplegate'i

house sold for $125,000, which then was the highest price ever paid for a house in Charleston. In 1990, the

house resold for $2.1 million," he said.

"I'vehelped three people sell their homes because they couldn't pay their taxes," he added. "One woman

was 76 years old when she left. Her family had owned the house for as years, butshe had no income."_ ,
• . - ,

,Ravenel,  who himself pays $8,000 in taxes on his downtown home, thinks that property prices and the

'accompanying taxes are going to level off. "Tourism (in- Charleston) seems to have topped out, and I. think '

home prices. have topped out as well".

Still, high taxes remain a problem for low and fixed income residents. Several elected officials in South

Carolina have tried to find relief for these citizens at the legislative level Rep. Harriet ICeyserling of Beaufort

is in favor of a Circuit breaker law, which would tie takes to income. Last year, she and former state senator

Junes Waddell of Beaufort supported a circuit breaker bill, but it failed.

A local option salt* tax in Beaufort County would have brought some tax relief but it wassoundly

• -defeated by votert in November 1991. Charleston's local option' sales tax resulted in a 15 percent decline

• in property ,taxes.

- :
Taxation's Link to Services .

I
"The tax revenues generated by tourism have significantly increased the coastal area's tax base, providing

- , funds for better schools, road construction,. and Water and sewer setyice. "Tourism has broadened our tax

_ . , base and allows us to provide far more services and facilities than we would have otherwise," said Elrid

Moody, a Beaufort County Councilman. -•  ,

I
• • _ But a number of coastal residents said they don't think. they are getting their money's worth for the taxes

they pay. A citizens group in Beaufort called Focus on Beaufort has mobilized to study the issue and fight

for tax reform.

Focus on Beaufort released a report. last fall that said between 1981-1990, property values in Beaufort

. COunty increased 260 percent and takes rose 350 percent. The study also Said Beaufort COunty spends twice

as Much at the average South Carolina county.

Focus on Beaufort leader Harry Smythe said that some local officials try to justi,fy spending by claiming

.that touritti drive up costs. Butaccording to. Smythe, tourists can be "blamed" for at most, $1 million of

20 ,



county government casts. "If less than Si million is-due-to tourists, then why. are we spending approximately

- $17 million more than the average county?" he w_roteln hii study. "Clearly past, spending has been excessive

• - in some areas!' -

On Wadmalaw island, some residents said they've Seen no improvement in services despite the growth

in tourism. "There's no playground, no gym, no recreation for kids,". Said Kiawali Island Waiter John Taylor, )„., ,
who lives on Wadinala* Islanckandlitt a two-year-old Son. "From what! see, if ysiou, have money You get

what you want. For years we've had pot holes on BeSts Bluff Road, and in the sunrinet you can't even walk

along the road because the grits is so high. But inlesS than twOmonths, the state widened [nearby] Bohicket

Road to four lanes for the Ryder _Cup," Taylor said, referring to the road to Kiawah Island, Where the

international golf tournament Was held in, September 1991i. _

_
• On HiltOn Head, residents Morris -Cainpbell and Juan_ Byers said tourists strain the Cominunity

infrastructure by clogging roads But their main complaints were directed at local leaders, who they say have

diverted infrastructure resources to servethe needs of the plantations. Entire native islander communities,

such as Spanish Wells, have- been bypassed by Water and sewer, while these services were made available

to plantations next door. Campbell Said some native iSlinderi are taxed for water and Sewer services that

- they do not even receive.

iseue: Environment- 1-..: , ,

George Ambrose of Wadmalaw Island has stood on his dock_ and watched dusk fall on the surrounding,

. marsh for many evenings during Ins shrimping career. On clear evenings, 4 soft amber light reflects from

, reeds of Sweetgrass and distant trees hang silver with moss. Kingfishers and Other birds swoop for --,
foOd.

--

"This is what Ws: all' about,7:Arnbrose said;taking liist few Moments bf a South Carolina coastal

'evening. "This dock' been here since 1947; and the view doesn't look Much different." '

"

. But Ambrose fears that the view will change sbb , the result of deVelopment's environmental impact

along the coast, and he's not alone in his concern.

At the 1Jnifersity of South-Carolina, TesearChers. are busy measuring the effects of deve_lOprrient on_ .
coastal =6-systems, according to Carolina, a university Magazine. The researchers have identified a number. .
of environmental problems including 

_
,

..
, .... •

* Beach erosion, ranging from an 18-inch annual loss on the $5-mile Grand Strand to20- and 30- ,

foot losSes on parts of Edisto Beach and ,  ,, -

* Fish _kills resulting frbm polluted runoff from parking lots, roads, developments and golf courses, "

* Ground and surface-water, contamination from overtaxed -septic tank systems; _ - •

* Contanithation .and destruction of wetlands and marshes that serve asbreeiling iround.slor fish

and habitat for wildlife.

As development intensifies, tourism's environmental _impact is becoming an issue Of higher priority for

individuals and organizations along the oast. One of the most active in the environmental arena is Dana- ,,



1

'

Beach, di or of the COastal Conservation League in Charre,ston. "Tourism has had positive and negative

effects on ,the -environment. Tourism ,has been a good thing,in that it promotes an awareness of natural

resources That's That's the ecological value of touriim,n said Beach. But golf courses, resorts and 'housing

developments are replacing or destroying wildlife habitat and maritime forest all over the coast, BeaCh said. N

Habitat Encroachment
Even Kiawah Island, held up s a.model for- environmental sensitivity, has last important habitat as a

result of development, Beach said. "When you fragment an island by development, you end up with a

fragmented ecosystem. Kiawah looks good, but it's 95 percent window dressing. The 5 percent that is good

are the setbacks-from the ocean, which are fairly tolerable. They [Kiawah developers] did a lot better job

than Seabrook, whit is-just a disaster." On Kiawah the planned addition of' 36 docks arid 42 floats ,has•

-created a battle between environmentalists and developers -

_ -

, For the most part', coastal development has taken place with little comprehension of the natural processes

of the coast, according to Beach. "When developers claim they are setting aside land for preservation, it's

usually the least marketable land," he said. "They usually make thoie 'decisions based on\what they think

they can self rather than preserving the most important habitats."

J •

_ The infrastructure required to support tourism is damaging to the environment, Beach said. "Tourism

means lots of automobiles, and roads are difficult to build in an environmentally sound way. Roads Cause

, wetlands to be filled in and concentrate pollution from runoff"

Of course; it is not just shopping malls and resort developments that Impact the environment; it is the .

- tourists themselves, said Margaret Davidson, director of the Sea Grant Consortium in Charleston. "Tourists

walk on dunes and tramp through marshes, use our water and generally contribute to stresses on the coastal

enviromnenti" she said.

Often, toutists are quite unaware of their impact because they are in the state f9r such a short time,_
Davidson said. "Tourists, have little incentive for -conservation- of coastal resources.. They have less

understanding Of the fragility of coastal ecosystems"

Water Pollution

Fisherman Lonnie Taylor knows, about those problems Ten years ago, it was rare to see more than a

handful of boats in the creeks on Wadmalaw. Today, the place is "crawling with boats," Taylor said, and

modem marinas have-been built to serve the waterbound traveler.

Besides-the oily bilge constantly pumped into the water, marinas use a variety of chemicals in the cleaning

and repairing of boats "There are oil slicks on the water now, and the crabs don't live as long as they used

to I had to throw away half My catch yesterday," Taylor saict ;
_

Coastal residents also note that it's now commonplace to see signs posted by the Department of Health

and Environmental Control warning people that the water and oysters, are p011uted.

22



Shrithper GeOrge Ambrose complained about trash strewn by recreational boiters, mostly/ tourists and

new residents who come to view themargh or shrimp_ and crab themselves "You can tell when your nets•

have hit bottom by the number of beer cans you haul up," Ambrose said.

W• akes and pollution from the constant boating are adverSely affecting marine life. Oyster, banks, And

- marsh grass arawashlng away. Heavy boat traffic on the Ashley River is even eroding the banks of Drayton

Hall and _Middleton Pike — plantations known for their fabulous gardens and architecture.

North of Georgetown-, a team of researchers at the Belle- Baruch Institute of Marine and Coastal Research •
,

, • , - • _ _ . • - .. . _ . . - ... . . . , - .
is sampling water and marine organisms in a -pnstine estuary and comparing findings with a developed area

near Murrelja Inlet. The comparisons are possible because the Baruch Institute is situated on the North Inlet, .

one of the cleanest estuarine ecosystems in North America, according to Dr: John Ventherg, the institute's

director. Preliminary results show that compared With North Inlet, the Murrells Inlet area has higher levels. , - -\ -
of -petroleum compounds, a result of run-off from parking lots, developments and automobiles The team

: also has found that levels of fecal colifOrin bacteria are higher in Murrells Inlet, a-result_pf septic tank_ .
overflow. - -

Vernberg said the Baruch team is only 18 indnthi, into a five-year 'research project, So results are

:preliminary. When the studyis completed, the Baruch lnstitute will share the information with the State's

•_policy _thakersi: he

Visual Pollution

;Tourism also has pervasive, impacts on the Yisial: envirimment. In some places, such as downtown

Charleston and the Georgetown and Beaufort waterfronts, tourism provides Much of the money that keeps

historic structures maintained and _occupied. In areas like Myrtle Beach, high-rises line the beaches; and ,

strip commercial development extends Unbroken along miles•of coastal highway. •

' A'striking contrast between the traditional and developed coast ;An be found at the Meher Spiritual

Center. Located in Myrtle Beach on500 acres of_virginAimber, Pristine lagoons and uncluttered beaches,

the center is 'Owned" and protected by an Indian spiritual group, Meher Babba.

._ - " •.
In a sense, the center is a-coastal retreat for the spiritualtourist. But unlike neighboring resorts, visitois

here tour on foot and sleep in rustic cabins Once a 'traveler steps outside the center's gate, however, he is _ g
thrust into the world of shopping centers, motels;: restaurants, and miniature golf courses so common to 111

Myrtle Beach. -"Meher -Babba had a Word for this type otdevelopinent. He would call it ̀ unnatural _

'impressions,'" said a Meher Babba follower who gave only his first name, Joe.

•
Need for Planning

Environmental 'researchers stress that are not anti-development, but feel that tourism needs to

better 'managed and understood to reduce its impact on natural resources

I.

"We're trying tO be objective about development of. coastalareas. The key is how development is done

and managed," said Veritherg of the Baruch Institute, who said the institute Can provide information that

will help _people inalie better deCisions- abbut_the future development of the • coast.
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Dana Beach of the Coastal Conservation Leagtiesees a'need_for itronger land use regulations, pointing

to downtown Charleston as an area that has maintained its integrity through strong planning. "Tourism has

revitalized the:city. Charleston has a. very efficient urban design. It is transit oriented, has a high density .

. and efficient land use. Its housing is diverse,.and the city supports pedestrian lifestyles."

- Myrtle Beach is engagedin its own long-term land use planning, designed to make its Urban eairOnment

lesi harsh, Said Jack Walker, the city's director Of Planning, Walker has put together a land use plan that

extends to the year 2020, and if approved, it would dra:stically change the area's urbart_complexion. Myrtle

Beach's most recent land-use plan was developed in 1979.

-

. The 2020 plan callsfor the removil of all Current oceanfront buildings-downtown at a cost of about $60

million. The buildings and Ocean Boulevard would be relocated further west to front a man-made lagoon.

The 'lagoonrwould serve as a storinWater drainage basin and a waterfront location for shops, restaurants, '

apartments, and hotels The waterfront development would giire M-Yrtle Beach a unique character and appeal -
>

tity visitors interested in more than just sun, sand, and golf, Walker said._

_
Under the 2020 plan, Myrtle Beach's 12-mileteach would be linked to a network of bicycle paths and

to urban parks loeited along the city's many "svvashes," or creeks, Walker said. -

_

Dana Beach believes that rural areas must be just as tightly planned rind regulated as urban areas if they _

are to retain their Character. "The barrier islands should have tight, comprehensive land use regulations to

protect the maritime ecosystem instead Of giving people carte blanche to do whatthey want," Beach said.

Beach stressed that the tourism industry has a cumulative environmental impact. "You can't Point to one

single development, golf course, or marina and say that's the one that caused ail of the problems These

developments have a cumulative effect." -

, -

The solution is comprehensive land' use planning that talees into account the cumulative effects of

tourism,- Beach said. '

_ .Summary: Challenges Ahead _

Most of the coastal residents interviewed for this paper expressed a great deal of ambivalence toward

tourism: They readily acknowledged .the material benefits provided by tourism. At the sanie time, many
,

believe that tourism development is threatening the character of the coast that they find so appealing. Many

also said that elected officials and business leaders are unresponsive to quality of life concerns

- A number of coastal residents said that they are troubled by the exploitative nature of tourism, with black

residents in particular expressing deep-seated anger toward the industry from which they gain little financial

benefit. Residents, both white and black, feel that the hospitality industry Shows little respect for them as

human beings, treating them instead as a dispensable part'of a "labor force."

Feelings of alienation ire especially prevalent among blacks on Hilton Head Island and sister islands,

such as Daufuskie. The culture, economy, and politics of this area reflect deep racial divisions, a concern

not only of black native islanders but also of resort and elected officials.



From an environmentalStandpoint, it seems obvions that totirism should be managed fin a w
ay that ,

'protects the very essence of the coast that attracts visitors in the,first place.
, , • ,

_ • _ _ ,

Each of the issues outlined in:this 'study are being confronted in intiOvative ways by people Up a
nd

_ down thecoast. The remainder of this paper explores how certain coastal communities and
 residents are ,

dealing with the Pressures created by tourism deVelopment and provides insights to others who 
might

Tourism cannot be blamed for all the- problems of blacks- and other disenfra.nchised I-
owcountry. '

. . _ -
residents:Pa it certainly has exacerbated historic tension's, and community leadels Sa

y little attention or
-

money is being directed to resolving these issues, If allowed to persist, these ten
sions have the potential

• to damage South Carolina's rePutatiOn. •

• Fortunately, some coastal areas reflect more_ conciliatory relationship between. native blacks and

_ whites. For example, several tourism-relatedintitiatives.in the Beaufort area are underwa
y that hold promise

._for bringing together blacks and whites in economic endeavors. -

Interestingly, only a few people interviewed for this study wanted to return to the days
 before tour-

ism Yet virtually everyone said that tourism growth needs to be better managed 
and planned. The social

- challenge facing community, business, and government leaders is ho W to expan
d the tourism economy -

in a more equitable manner. Stated another way, the challenge is to position more people to
 take advan-

tage-of the Opportunities 'offered by tourism • 
-

want to tunichallenges into solutions.



Coastal Tourism in South Carolina:

A Statistical Overview



Tourism is not an easy activity to portray statistically. in contrast to a manufacturing industry, such as
textiles. or Chemicals, the number of enterprises involved in the industry is very large and the average size
is sniall. Enterprises directly serving tourists are also extreme!), diverse. They include transportation -
companies, hotels and niotels, 'campgrounds, restaurants, state parks, museums, nature centers,, places of
entertainment, renters Of automobiles and boats; and providers of guided tours and carriage rides. Tourists

also spend money at Many sorts of retail establishments. For some, such as souvenir shops and art galleries,

tourists makeup the preponderance of sales; for others, such as grocery stores and pharmacies, tourist trade

- is blended.With that of beat patrons. (

: ' .

11 

k, ,. • ' 
1 , -

The statistical record of tourism also blends with that of a related, but quite distinct, activity—permanent ,

settlement motivated by amenityconsiderations. South Carolina's coastal communities have drawn not only -

tourists (usually defined as-persons spending the night away from home or traveling More than 100 miles

from their usual place of residence) but also large numbers of settlers. Many are retirees, although there is '

a considerable number of persons having full-time jobs, and many retirees who work part- time Intermediate ,

, between the tourist and the permanent settler are the buyers of second homes or condominiums:-These are ,

sometimes occupied by the owner, sometimes rented to tourists, and often are devoted to both purposes. And

II 

many second homes are bought bymiddle-aged persons with eventual retirement in mind. -. -
,

If one looks at a resort development, it is often impossible to determine how much of its occupancy is -

1, 

due to "tourism," how much to permanent residents, and how much to units that serve a combination of the

two purposes. The same is tru-d when considering sales at restaurants and shops, attendance at museums and ',
festivals, or the composition of a traffic jam or a crowded beach. . .

I The tables that .follow incorporate measures of both tourism residential growth. Some are mainly_ 
;due  to tourism; for maniple, the number of hotetrooms,empioyment at hotels and attractions, and revenues -

II from the accommodationa tax (although even there one cannot distinguish business travel from tourism.)

Many indicators inextricably mix the two phenomena. • .

.

I -• population Growth: Table 1 summarizes the growth of population during the-past five decades for the

six coastal counties and the state as a whole. Duffing this period, the coastal counties grew much more rapidly

a , , than slid the state (140 percerft for coastal counties; 84 percent state-Wide). There were particularly notable

growth spurts since 1970 in Horry County (up 106 percent) and in Beaufort County (up 69 percent). During

- the 1980s, when statewide population growth slowed, Horry Continued to grow rapidly, and Beaufort

• - accelerated. But Charleston,"Colleton, Georgetown and Jasper counties lagged. -

1 

(

, .

There have also been notable change's in the racial composition of the population. gable 2) During the

I * 

1980s, when population growth foeblacks and whites was. about the same statewide, the white population .

of }lorry; Beaufort and, to a lesser extent, Georgetown counties rose extremely rapidly in comparison with ,

* - the growth of the black population. This tendency is particularly noticeable when one looks at specific coastal
1_

I
, areas, In Hilton Head, for example, whites made up 80 percent of the 1975 population of 6,511; but 89.5

a -..percent of the 1900 population of 23,694 (According to the 1940 census, Hilton Held had 81 whites and -- - .
1

1,379 !Negroes'91 - ,

I -- ' Housing Units, There has been a tendency nationWide_for, die number of - housing units -to rise more

• - rapidly than the population, reflecting falling average family size. Along the South Carolina coast, there has

,B been the addedlactor bf second home construction and of retirees (who tend to hire in small-Sized families).
• 27,

,

-
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TABLE 1: POPULATION BY-COUNTY \ N ,

.

.

,

1940 -1950 1980 :. 1970' ' \ 1980 ' 1990

f41A %change .%change .
17-

%charige , ' %change 
,-•

%change

Beaufort -.. 22037 ' , ' 26993 0225 44187 '0.637 51136 ''' 0.157 65364 0.278 86425 .6322

Chariestori ' , 121105 • ' , 164856 . 0.361 :216382''' 0313 247650 - ' 0.145 276974 ; 0.1;18 ,/95039 0.065

Co8etoe 26268 28-242 0.075' 27816 - 41015 , 27622'

,

41007 31776 ' 0.160
5
34377 "0.082

Georgetown „ 26352 3 762 a 0205 , 14798 0.096 33500 -0.037 ' 4246-1 0.267 46302 (0090

Horry , "51951 '' 682O 0151 ;'68247 0.141 - '69992 0.ci2s

_

101419 0449 14405'3' 0A20

Jasper ' , 11011' i 10995 --0.001 ' 12237, 0113 11885 k :0.029 14504 0.220 15467 0068

STATE-TOTAL ' .. )1899804 ) - 2117027 0114 2382594 0.125 2590713 0.087 3141820 ', 0205. -'3486703 "01 17

) 1, _ :- • l's \

Sources: Census of Pop:ulatiOn: US Bureau of the Consult, 1950,1980

-

-
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Table Two'

f ••••11 By Race

ins au ,.ime a. as

TABLE 2:, POPULATION BY RACE ' —
1 ,

•

, 
,

- 1960 -1970 .1980 1990 % Change 80-90

1 . Black • White Black White -Bleck , White Black • White ' • Black
,

White
.

'

Beaufort _ / "17158.--s 27029 16848 33864 21504 42454' 24582 59843 0.143 0.410

Charleston, 78911 13747-1 77884 l 168414 • 95251 ' 178132 102988 . 187553 0,081, ' 0.053

Colleton 14226 13590 12930 14597 14436 17_141 1'5469 18671 0.072 0.089

Geoigetown 1b144 16655 16204 "17258 19030 23332 ;19980 26151 0.050 0.121.
Horry - 18264 49983 17398' • 52471 22443 78185 25160 117098 0.121 0.498

Jasper , 7633 4604 6783 ' 5095 8289

,

6176, 8889  6529 0.072 0,057

STATE TOTAL 829291 , 1551022 789041 1794430 948623 2147224 1039884 2406974 / 0.096 0.121

. . ,

• 1960 Classification did nOi,specifi race; but categorized prulation as white add nonwhite.

. - . 1
Sources: Census of Population, US. Bureau of the Census, 1960-1990

.
' \ *
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TABLE 3: HOUSING UNITS •
,

4960 ' 1 1970' ' -1960 , , 1990
I •TOTAL • MVIIII• l TOTAL MIMI . TOTAL 1, :-.MVISI TOTAL MV(S)
' - A ,

• •

Beaufort .! , . '8170 '. 6200 14097 16300 27309 '50800 45981 112100

Charleston -15131 10500 . 77067 ,17300 ,•99748 41300 , 123550 73800

Collet:on - 5045 5400 8581 11800 12144 27700 14926 , 47400

Georgetown ' 4334 5700 10813 13100' 16416 36000 ., 21134 63800

Horry . .' 11359 . 9700 29109 , , 16300 55003

,

. 43000 89960 , ' 75600

Jasper ,: 28e5 5000- 3668 16500 - 5292 27500 ' 61370 '44400

STATE TOTAL - ' . 678379 • 7500 ' 815309 13000 -1154118 i. 35100 1424155
_

'Median Value for Owner OccUpled Housing' Unite'. ,
, .

• ,

Souicei: Census of Housing -US BUreau of the Censue, 1960-1990.
.

- 

/ I ...-- I  11 1i "

. . , . 
TABLE 4: HOTELNAOTEL ROOMS

, '
\

,  , I I, -
1990

. ..

Beaufort 1. ' , •
,

' . 4014

Charleston 8284,

Colleton '

_'

, .1046

Geotgetown ' .756

Horry - t
,
, 22976,

Jasper .. 1448

STATE ̀
S. t . -70958

, , . t tf

Source: SC Dept. of Parks.
. .

Recreation and'Tourism '

• 

- Table Fool. -

HotellMotel Rooms., •

•
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Table 3 presents the 'number of housing units for the coastal counties and statewide. In Beaufort County,
w‘heie population rose by 69 percent during the period 1970-90, the number of housing units rose 226 percent.

. For Horry County, the corresponding figures are 106 percent (population) and 209 percent (housing): In
Georgetown County; where population_ rose 38 percent, housing units went up 95 percent. •

Hotels and Second Homes.- The single best indicatorot the presence of the tourist industry in an

- area is the number of hotel/motel rooms. 'Table 4 shows how these vary from county to county along

the coast. By far the greatest concentration is in Horry County, With 22,976 rooms in 1990 It is fol-

lowed by Charleston County (8284) and Beaufort (4014). Coastal counties contain more than half the

hotel rooms in the-entire state, with nearly a third of statewide hotel rooms in Horry County alone.'

• _Smith Carolina's coastal counties also contain 33,639 "vacant units, held for seasonal, recreational or

occasional use," about two-thirds of the statewide total (See Table 5) This is the Census Bureau's

measure of second homes, including units managed as time-shares. As with hotel/motel rooms, second

homes are disproportionately concentrated in Horry County, with 19,951, followed by Beaufort

County (6,602 units) and Charleston County (4,304). Changes in the census definition over time make'

comparisons somewhat unreliable, but even definitional changes cannot obscure the tremendous growth,'

of second homes in Horry County during the 1970s and in Beaufort and Charleston counties in the

1980s; -

. - -

• Many of the seasonal homes are rented to tourists for a significant portion of the year. A 1991

survey of out-of-state visitors to the Grand Strand found that, although 445 percent stayed in hotels or

motels, some 243 percent rented private properties (an additional 7.2 percent stayed in time shares and

7.4 percent camped.) pwr figures for 1990 show 14,708 ."villa and timeshare units" in coastal counties'

and 11;406 campsites. This Was 97 percent of statewide villa and timeshare units, and 62 percent of

statewide campsites.

Travel Expenditures': Table 6 presents estimates released by the South Carolina Department of

Parks, -Recreation and Tourism (PRT) of total travel expenditures by county. These figures are calcu-

latedsby the U.S. Travel Data Center with a "Travel Economic Impact Model" based on estimatesof 15

travel expenditure categories and their impact on 14 type&of travel related retail businesses. Figures for

1988, the latest available year, indicate total expenditures in coastal counties of $3.1 billion. Duimg the

period 1980-88, spending rose by 152 percept, far surpassing the rite of inflation.

Consistent -with the hotel room figures, expenditure data indicate that Horry County garners,ap-

prOXimately-5,1 percent of all coastal tourism spending. Although Horry County continued-to experience -

the largest absolute gain in travel expenditures during the 1980-88 period, the largest percentage gains

were inBeaufort and Charleston Counties. During this eight year:period, travel expenditures in Horry

County doubled, while those in Charleston tripled and those in Beaufort quadruPled.

A certain amount of Sectorally-specific data is also available. For ,ekarriple; a special PRT study of

the important golf indtistry on-the-Grand Strand counted 7418-hole courses (43 of them opened since

1980), which generated (1990) direct expenditures of $288 million:-

, 
f

Employment. Job Types and Wages. PRT considerintravel generated employment" to be empldy-

ment in 9 sectors of the Standard Industrial Classification. Some of the sectors (e.g. Hotels and Motels)

are obviously tourism oriented; while others (e.g. food stores, gasoline service stations) serve both Weal
_ -

31
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Table 

U.S. Census Measure of "gei9Ond Homes"

-TABLE 5: U.S. CENSUS MEASURE OF ''SECOND HOMES'

Beaufort •

1970' ..19.so• 1990•!

,286 452 6602

Charleston, 1125 797 ',4364

Colleton • : '42 k•. 443 861

Georgetown, ; 568 ;1112 1714

Horri 4556 15020 . 19951

Jasper, • . , .2 89 147

STATE 10369 32261. -49843

SOUtce.: US .Ceniais Of.Popidation
,

, •
•

'"Vacant Units Seasonal,ind In 1970 and 1980; a unitin a resort area ,which is 'used only
• 

occasionally throughout she year is considered ayaar-roand unit. Includes migrant worker units. •

""Vacant held for seasonal recreational or occasional use. • ,includes time share units'. Does not include

, migrant worker units.;
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• Table Sbi

Total Travel Expendibires

TABLE 6: TOTAL TRAVEL EXPENDITURES (000)

, Ciivent Rank in State

. 1980 1985 1988 Travel Expendliures '

Old of 46 Counties

Beaufort
,

142413'369950 593853 3 -

Chadeston 216075 . 416759 736227
,

2

Colleton , ' - 25628 33880 47036 12 - 
-

Georgetown ' 31219 37689 73056 ‘ 10

Horry , 6 777548 1079940 1587257 1

Jasper
/ '

• .29593 • 39656 • 42083 13 •

'
STATE • .2092607 • 3385660 4623074 ,

\

, - .,•, , 1
, .

Source: SC Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism •
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and tourist markets. "-Yet there are -6thersectors that experience some direct tourist spending (e.g. restau-

rants and bars, other retail stores), so that it Cannot be said thatthe, PRT figures overestimate

tourism employment. for 1988; travel generated employment in the coastal counties was estimated at

67,796jobs. As With the expenditure data, travel employment is highest in Horty County,xwith-36,389 ) •

jobs.

The Solltic‘Carolina EmploymentSeCuritY•COmmission generates a data Series'On'employment in -

ntravel, tourism and entettainment.". (fable 7) It takes a Mae generous view of employment,

counting 19 SIC c.ategories, and assigning travel ta all employment in such sectors Ss real estate and

gating and thinking placts., It is surely an overeitithate Of directtOurt)m-telatet employment, although

it does not count the considerabIe amount of employment created when tourism-generated incomes are

-respentin the local economy. By the Employment Security Commission's -nteasure,Aravel, tourism and

entertainment_ generated 130,-760 jobs statewide, of which 81;500 Were in the coastal counties.)

- ) - - • '._
- , t

There has been.muCh discussion about the types of jobs created by tourism. Table 8 shows the- -
distribution of wages (1990) by occupation for two of the central components of the tourism industry,. ,
hotels and amusement and recreation services 'Average Wages were above the legal minimum wage 2

(which at that-time was $3.80 per, houi), for all employment Classifications except amusement and '

,recreation attendants and for waiters; 'waitresses and dining too= helpers- . The latie,r, and possibly some
, - - . .

, of the former, Obtainpart of their income as

, •

- The data ,show that there are indeed some higlier -paying jobs tourism (e.g. accountants,.purt,has-
_ _

ing agents, and general and. financial managers, all of Whom earn on average more than $15 per hour,)
- 

, _

But theOccupational classes employing the largest numbers of people in are concentrated on the

lower end of the Wage scale.. For example, hotel maids and housekeeping Cleaners average only $4.65

hourly, hotel desk Clerks $5.49 and gardeners and groundskeeper's (mainly at golf courses) $6.03. Full- -

time, -full-year employment at these wages would produce gross income, before deductions; of only -

$9000-12,000 per year This compares quite unfavorably With:manufacturingrwhere the statewide

• weekly wage (1990) averages $449 (or over $22,000 on a full-year hasis.), Much of the emPloymentin

coastal tourism, moreover; is not-year-round:,

- • , _ •

Differences in the induStrymix among South Carolina's Counties are reflected very clearly indata on

- average weekly wages (Fable 9). Nearly all of the high wage COUlltieS have as high proportion of manu-

facturing employment, while the coastal, tourism-oriented, counties rank much lower in average wages.

, None of the six coastal counties is in the fop ten in terms of average _wages, And two Counties (Horry and

Jasper), are close to the bottom. -

• Government Revenues. Tourism generates revenues for state and local government in a variety of

ways. Most tourist purchases, including lodging, meals and most retail purchases, are subject to sales_

tax. Tourists also pay taxes on jasOline and alcohol, While tourism enterprises and employees are

-subject totindividual and corporate incomes taxes, employment taxes and property taxes. For fiscal

1990-91, travel and tourism was estiinated-to have generated ;251 m‘illion in state taxes and $82 million

in local taxei,'Tora-total tax revenue of $333 million._

- .

South Canalina levies a 2 percent accommodations tax on all rentals-of less than 90 days. Thirty

. percent of the revenues, are earmarked for promotional advertising, while the remainder is devoted to

• services and facilities for touriits. In 1990=-91, this tax raised $17 million, of Which $124 million came

34
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, Table Seven.

Tourism and Entertainment. Annual- Average Employment

-.
TABLE 7: TRAVEL. TOURISM AND -ANNUAL AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT ". - .ENTERTAINMENT

.‘ , •

• ' 1975 1985 . 1989 - '

SIC. CODE INDUSTRY ,
,

State Caistal , State . Coastal - 'State' Coastal

Direct Statewidt . 
. I

. ' _.,

472 Arrangement of Paasenger Transportation 100 -. 40 . ' 720 370 . 1070 430

70 Hotels, Camps and Other Lodging Places. ' 11920 ' 5920 19700 11240 23850 , • 13820

1,79 Amusementand Recreation Servkes' 5060 2000 • 10530 4790 13330 5220

. 84 Museums, Art Galleries, etc. -
, 70

,•'50' ,- ' k510 , 220,
. .
900 380

56'Recreational and'UtilitY Trailer Deatere - 80 30 % 160 . '80 , 170 • 60

9 Fishing, Hunting and' Trapping , 70 , 60 .'•50 . 40 ` ao :‘ ao
' 78 Motion Pictures 660 100 1360 44 '2670 • 790

• 41/45 General Transportation
‘ _

1960 •. 456 . , 2890 , .672 , 4510 1040

—

Direct Geographic , / • _ 0

. ' 53 General Merchandise Stores
/

8060 6160 9300 7080 11750 , 8900

' - 54'Food Stores ., I , ' 4960 , 3960 . _ .91,10 7610 • ' 10300. 8530

5947 Gift, Novelty and Souvenir Shape , ' .610 290 14d0 750 2.2140 1260

65 Real Estate' , _ -, • . 2390 1960 • -6260 ,, '. 5560 7300, 6510

734 services to Dwellings 720 ' 460 . 2660 1720 ,' ' 3550 .2360,

736 Personnel Supply Services ' _ ' '' 380 • 320 1240 1180 2400 ' 1900

- 154 General Building COntractoni (nonresidential) - . • • 3550 1900 4420 2960 , 3950 2020

16 Construction;' Other Than Building Construction 1660 930 ' 2950 . 1970 3380 2456

58 Eating and Drinking Places: 12270 ' 7270 '31420 .20230, 39450 25790

I' . '

TOTAL ANNUA.L AVERAGE EMPLOYMENT • 54520 '31906 104730 66912 . 130160 81500

Source: SC Employment Security cornmiesion.
,

,
,••••••••••1.mm...
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, Table Bight

F 
Wages By Industry' and occupation

• TABLE,8 WAGES By INDUI3TRY AND OCCUPATION. 1990

Seisms: SC Wage Survey •

SIC WI: Hotels. Rimming I4ous.se.',Clintlie•and Other Lockaing:Placei • •

Occupational Title:

• AcaoUntents. Auditors & Budget .Analysts

Administrative Serirkes Managers,' •

t 'Amusement end Recreation Attendants

Baggage Porters arid, Bellhops

Bartenders, , , • .
' Bookkeeping find Accounting Clerks

Cashion', • ; ,•

6min-star Operatare.,eXcluding.Perlpiral Equipment

Computer Programmers • ' •

• Cooks, Restaurant ,'• •

Dining'Reern'and Bartender Helpers ,

Electricians '

.EnOineerini.. Math and SCieriee Managers:

Financial Manaaers 

• 

•

First ,Line Supervisors, 'Mechanics

Food 'IL Beverage Preperation Workers

.FOod Service and. Lodging Managers '

Gardeners and•'Groundekeepore
1 • • 
General Managers and Top Executives

.• Guards and Watch Guards "

Hotel Desk Clerks. •

'Hotel and,Motei,ifeuirikeepers-,

'Janitors and Cleaners.. Excluding Melds

• Laundry end DrycleaninO Machine Operators

,•Maids and Housekeeping Cleir7

. Maintenance. Repairers.. &Mere! ,

Marketing:Advertising and Public Relation" Managers '

Mechank and' Repairer Helpers t '

Payroll-and 'Timekeeping 'Clerks. ,

Personnel. Labor Relations Specialists

Persannel. Trebling. Labor RelltionsMonigers

Purchasing' Agents & Buyers.

PuMhasinii Managers . . .•

Receptionist'. and Information Clerk" r' '

•

_

• State , •

Avg.Hourly

.15.32

• 12.93,• •

4.58

tyn 4.03

4.19

., 1.19'

5:14,

-1 i.92

5.80
4.,46

11°1

'16.01

21.90

8.38

4.51

‘,9.59

5!37

20.17

6.94

5.49

4.70

, /4.47

4.53

4.65

6.24

11:75

11.03

.7.52

9.08

' 11.10

15.78

11.40

5.58,,

SIC79•Amusement and RecreetIon•ServIces.
. •

Occupational •••

• Ae.Countents. Auditors, &Gudaat Analysts':
, , . •

Adminlitnitive Seneices Mansion ,

Amusement and Recreation Attendants

Bartok) ere 2 • r • -

• •Bookkeepirtg and Accounting Clerks'

Cashiers • . • r , • •

Child Care Workers ,

. -Computer Operators; excluding Peripheral Equipment

Computer Programmers
1

Cooks. Restaurant .. • .

Data .Entry Keyers; except Comprising

Dining,Ropm and•Birtender.Helpers

Electrical and Electronic TeOhniCiYine

Financial Miniboom
•

„Fimt• Line •Superlo'oraI•Mechanics

• Food &,Beveragi Preperatiori Winters:

Food Service 'and Lodding Managers •

Freight;' Stock 'and Material Movers. Hand

Gardeners and Gioundelciajiers

".,..General,Mimagers end Top ExeCutives -

Guards and Watch Guercis • .

Hotel and Motel Housekeepers

Janitigs end` Cleaners. 'Excluding Maids

Machinery Maintenance Workers

- Maintenance Repairers. General

Marketing. Advertising and Public Relations Managers

Mechanic and Repairer Helpers.

Payroll and ThrtekeePing Clerks

• • ;
Personnel Training; Labor Relatkini Menagers.•

Purchasing Agents, & Buyer,/

• Niceptionitt's and Information Clerks,

Retail Salespersons

• Secretades

Sports Instructors and Coaches

1'

State- '

Avg.Hourly Wage

_ 12.18

13.72'

4.25

4.71

ioä

7.21

.4.31

8.87

•,49

7.53(

7.68

3.92

I :•10.17 ,

1538

••12.59

4.55

•.• 11.40

6.00 •

8.03 •

28.57

9.06

5,13'•

•••• 5.00

5188

6.82

•12.85
„
7.55,

7.67

13.29

12.87

. 5.41

6.00,

8.67

' 9.85

,
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'TABLE 8. cont'd ,, '. , •

SIC 70: Hotels, /looming Houses. CaMps and Other Lodging Places

/ Occupational Tftie:

• Retail Salespersons
'
Secretaries ,

State, •

Avg.Hoinly Wage

5.56

7.17

6IC79: 'Amusement and HeCreation Sendces

Occupational Title:

StoCk, Clefts .

'Supervisors.Administrative Support Occtipailons
_

State

‘Aig.Hourly Wage A

6.03

10.01

' Stock Clerks 4.90 , Systems.Analysts. data Prodessirig 13.71

Supervisors.,441rninistrathoe Support Occupations

Systems Analysts. dateTnicessing

Traffic and Shipping Clerks

' 9.62

12.59

6,68

- Traffic' and Shipping Clerks ,

Typists , , 
,

Waiters and Waittresses •

.

8.17

' 5.55

4.93

Typists

Typists. Word Processing Equipment 6.63
i _

Waiters and Waittresses 3.25 l

I.

f



frod`Coastal.countics. A 4 percent admissions taxis levied attourist attractions, generating about $10
million -statewide.

Government revenues are, of course, offset by expenditures Bill Lawrence; dire,ctor of PRT, points

out that "The [tourist] from Ohio doesetineed DIU scbools, buche pays the same-sales tax I do when he

-goes to the *ch.?' Although tourists do create some demands-onpublic agencies--for example state '

parks highways, and publia- safety services—it is likely that the costs are far below the tax revenues
, • — -

generated
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. Table Nine

Counties Ranked By Average 'Weeldy Wage

TABLE 9: COUNTIES RANKED BY AVERAGE WEEKLY WAGE-. 1990

WAGE OH

1 AIKEN 501

2 CALHOUN 477

3 FAIRFIELD _ 438, '

4, GREENVILLE 417

5 OCONEE . 401

6 DARLINGTON 40t

7 RICHLAND 398,

8 YORK • 394

9 SPARTANBURG 393

10 BERKELEY 392

12 CHARLESTON 377

•19 GEORGETOWN 355

32 BEAUFORT 326

34 COU.ETON .311

43 HORRY 291

46 JASPER 265 -



Table Ten

Illiteracy Among Coastal Residents
1

••

TABLE 10: tUTERACY AMONG COASTALAESIDENTS 1960 -
,

1 
,

Functional Illiteracy—PersOris over 25 with lase then -5 years Of eleinentery sChool. , • .
I . , 'K 

'
/

' TOTAL • . % TP" .L BLACK ' .' 96.TBP• •

it' I i .

Bea-Wort ' ' •• • A •1 , • :1942 '.6.1 • • 170/ r 18:2 •

Charleston ' p8152' . 6449'.. 14.0
_

Colleton - • ',:,-15s6 • r' 8.9 121.8 1 ' ii.c•' "' i
deargetown. - • .: . 2568 - ', 11,3 . ;1830''-' 21:1

.

Horry . • 3487 6.1' \ 
,

1607 - 16.2

Jasper- .1084 .\14.2 • 
,

H'-9-18' . , 23.1
r•

STATEWIDE :. ' . 113232 .7.1 . .613§12, ' 15.3
.

I

. I #

• % of-Total:Population _. - -, ' -•-••% of, Total Bleak Population 0 •

Sourer,: St DePt: of Educatiop,•Educational Date Center • I: .

, aim Noe nos Noe Now so omit sum woo No , INN sour
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„Issues and Opportunities for Tourism

In Coastal South Carolina: A Policy Brief _



Tourism asSustainabk Development ,
Tourism, Whether in coastal South Carolina or anywhere in the world, has proven to be a complex and

often problematioinduatry. Tourism can create large numbers of jobs, promote Overall community

growth, generate significant municipal and state tax revenues, and support retail and 'cultural facilities

enjoyed by locals, as well as tourists Yet tourism also can cause uncomfortably rapid social change, bias
the employment structure toward low-wage jobs, and create housing, transportation and environmental

prohlems. Tourism has been called "i dOuble-edged sword—able to save the day if skillfully wielded; but

liable to cut one's leg off if handled carelessly." (Glick, 1991y

In searching for ways to increase the diverie benefits froth tourism, and to avoid its many problems, it

is useful to consider tourism within a framework called"sustainable development." This wayof looking

at development was originally created as a way of integrating environmental considerations into Third *Odd

economic development. It has recently been widely adopted as a paradigm to guide future development in

countries at all levels of income and industrialiZation. The sustainable development concept offers a way

to integrate Multiple goals in a single frameWork, helping garner the support of developers, envimnmenta lists
and advocates of social equity.

Stistiinable development may be characterized is economic development that achievei the following
,

-

goals:

—high per capita consumption sustainable for an indefinite period, which implies, among other things,

an optimal rate of resource use over time;

equity in the distribution of benefits and costs;

—environmental protection, including protection of biodiversity, visual amenities, and the continuing

functioning of complex natural systems;

.. 1—participation of all sectors of society in decision making,

(Adapted from Ascher and Healy, 1990). - -

k

These four goals substantially encompass the needs and aspirations that &Jut Carolinians expressed in

the interviews conducted as part of the preparation of the overview paper. There was almost universal interest ,
—among those interviewed in Continued economic growth, yet there were fears that present patterns of tourism ,

development might ultimately create such overuse of the resource that visitor growth Would slow. South

Carolinians, particularly long.-time coastal residents; expressed dissatisfaction with the distribution of

tourism's benefits and burdens, including jobs, taxes and access to resources Such as beaches and fishing

grounds. Environmentalprotection was very frequently mentioned, with some coastal residents unhappy

with congestion and visual blight, some with threats to wildlife habitats, others with development-induced

pollution: The issue of participation wai of importance to many of those interviewed, but of particular

-concern to black citizens, who in many cases have felt powerless in the face of rapid land use and economic

change,.

_42
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Steps Toward Sustainable Development

Commitment by all concerned parties to making coastal tourism- better fit the sustainable 'development

model offers a way out of divisive pro-tourism/anti-tourism think- ing., Four general steps might be taken to -

move South Carolina's coastal tourism toWard ' -

Step Onei ilefining-and Understanding Tourism-_

The first step toward making tourism sustainable is to 'define what tourism is Many of the impacts that

South Carolinians attribute to "tourism" are at least in part caused by three related, but not identical, activities.

These are (a) the building of second homes; (b) increase in permanent, economically active, population, and;

(c)increase in5 penitanent population of retirees.-

, •
• .

record. They are also closely 'related -functionallY. For eitainple,-many-oWners of second homes,' as well
• As was-Pointed out in chapter two; it is very difficult to separate these activities from the existing statistical

'as retirees, first came to South Carolina as and second homes are sometimes converted into. full-time

'residences after their owners retire-Many of the permanent, economically active, residents are able to live
. - • . .

on the coast Only because of the jobs that tourism and property development -provide. And many second -
-

homes are rented part of the year to tourists._

Despite these interconnections, the impacts of each activityare somewhat different. _Tourism tends to

, be Seasonal and concentrated in time gnd space:- Localized problems of crowding-are often due to tourists— •

, on highways and on the beach, fOr example, orprithe sidewalks of Charleston. Some of the facilities serving- I

- tourists-piOduce visual blight or contribute to a sense of cultural homogenization. On the other hand, tourists _

- -pay large amounts in taxes (particularly accomniodation. and sales taxes) and require few public services - •

Tourists support businesses and festivals enjoyed by the entire comniunity. I --

_

• ',Second homes also tend to have a positive fiscal inipactlieir owners pay,ad valorem property taxes, 1

but do not children in the public schools' But second homes probably have less economic impact, in

terms of jobs. and local spending, per unit of environmental impact than do tourism facilities. The building.

of the units creates construction jobs; but owners frequently do their own cleaning and maintenance and bring I

their supplies in from elsewhere. - . - - • ,

.I • ,• /

- New permanent 'residents, whether in the labor force or retired, Contribute to the economic stability of I

the community,: They purchase goods and services throughout the year, and th_ey support a much wider range

of businesses than 00 tourists or second-home owners. Few of latter purchase an automobile locally, for

example, and many do not even purchase the local nevispaper. Unlike tourists and second-home owners, I

permanent residentsi pay state income taxes But permanent residents make a variety of demands on public -

_services -In-many cases, the Marginal &kit of builclingnew facilities to serve the new residents are far higher -

%than the average coats of servingexiiting residents. In this case each new permanent resident ita net fiscal .1

drain. (The question Of whether population growth has positive or negative fiscal in a given locality: .

is quite complex The net fiscal impact bfi given addition to the populationdepen-ds on the population growth

rate, the interest rate and payback period im Municipal bonds, the cost andeconomic life-of infrastructure, 0-2

and the presence Of absence of excess capacity in expensive capital facilities., (See Snyder and Stegman,

19!3, 6).



Retirees pose special issues. Although most move to South Carolina active and in good health, they will

eventually require sophisticated medical services, emergency response systems, and nursing care. Many of

these systems are not adequately developed along the coast. -In some cases, medical and nursing care will

exhaust the resources of retirees and Will have to be provided at state or local expense.
- . -

The differential impacts of tburism;second7homes, and perminentsettlement along the South Carolina -

_ coast can be described in general terms, but they hive not yet been measured. A prerequisite to better policy'

toward tourism is to define it more precisely andto compare its costs and benefits-quantitatively with those. -
of related activities. Detailed information-from the 1990 Census, due to be released in mid-1992, will provide

_

a timely opportunity for the necessary studies.

One can also distinguish several varieties of tourism, even in its more limited definition. Principal types

of tourism along the South:Carolina coast include: -

--golf toFism

—water-oriented tourism; including beach tourism and boating

•hi.storical/cultutal tourism

-,-nature tourisni

—business meetings and conventions

--grouisightseeing 'and shopping- tourism.

M with the distinction between tourism and other forms of coastal growth, the types-of tourism have

Considerable overlap. Many ofthe coastal plantations—Litchfield is only one example—emphasik-both

golf and-water activities; a few, like Kiawah, Offer both sports activities and a-certain -amount of nature

tourism Business meetings come to Charleston so that participants can enjoy shopping and historic/ cultural

activities.

-

But each of these types of tourism makes somewhat different demands on the natural environment and

the social fabric. For example group bus touts; increasingly popular with the elderly, provide significant

revenues for some businesses, but can lead to severe congestion if adequate parking facilities are not

- 'provided. Golf courses draw<in 'high income tourists, but have the potential for producing water pollution

as a result Of run-off of agrichemicals.

(

Tourism types also differ in their seasonality. Beach tourism is highly concentrated in June, July and"

August; golfing, nature tburiam and group sightseeing draw tourists Well into the spring and fall. Business

meetings and conventions tend to avoid the -summer months, and often prefer the low season, when

employees arenot on personal vacation and when accommodations are available it the lowest prices. It is

important to differentiate, and to understand, each type of tourism before- undertaking the next step,'
developing the right taurism mix. •

Step Two: Developing the Right Mix

Retireibent settlement and second homes, golf tourism And nature tourism; cultural tourism and boating,

each has a place along the South Carolina coast. But at any given time, one type of activity may have expanded

beyond its social, fiscal, or environmental 'tarrying capacity" while others may be undeveloped-At present,

for example, the potential of the coast for nature and cultural tourism semis quite undeveloped-as compared

with its golf potential Similarly, the tourist/retiree ratio appears much higher in Myrtle Beach than in Hilton

Head. Beach sites in many areas appear fully developed;while 'attractive estuarine and inland sites are
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uneiploiteci. Rather than asking the -palarizing and often unhelpful question; "Do we _ want more

• development?," Sputh-Carolina's coastal communities Might better debate "Would we rather have another

golf course, or a 'state park? _ Would we rather have More retirees_ or more light- industry? Would a large

d-ainpgrotind or a:second home community be better- for our economy and environment?"
• s • ' • . • •

Achieving the fight seasonal mix pf tourism is also important: One of tourism's greatestWealmesses is

its seasonal nature. By December, manyfibtela and resorts are either shutdown or their staffs drastically

• redueed, leaving many .workers in the cold. ' Pricing, group- booking, convention bookings,iand special,

events area few of the Major ways businesses and state and local government officials are seeking to expand

the tourism season into the "shotilder seasons" of spring and fall, and eventually into winter. "Leveling out,

_ the peaks and valleys of the tourism season is one of our majolgOals," said Jahn Curry,-Chairmanaftheliilion

Head Island Visitorstnd Convention Bureau. , ,

One of the most promising war to expand the shoulder season is through conventions. But to draw

conventions, the coast must be better_serVed by convention-size hotels., Many conventions draw more than

1,660 people. Yet thelargest hotel in Soinh'Carolina—the 525 room Hyatt Regency on Hilton Head—can

not even handle a medium=sized convention. So Cities all along the coast are vying for a convention hotel.

Myrtle Beach almost landed a convention-size Marriott two years ago, but those plans were scrapped when• . ,
the chain was acquired by a British company.,

•

Ancither requirement for expanding the convention and business Meeting trade is improved air service.

Currently, Myrtle Beach is served primarily by commuter airlines, but the prospective closing of the Myrtle

'Beach Air Forcejlaie might provide the basis for direct air service with large jets. '

, Special eventS,are another Way coastal communities are attracting tourists during the off Season. The

largest of these is Myrtle Beach's Can-Am Days, Which takes place in March and,draWs thousands of

Canadians to the Grand .Strand.
_

Step Three: _Creating a Stake in the ToUrism Resource

In a widely quoted article, which appeared ,in Sciente in 1968, ecologist Garrett Hardin described what -

he called "the tragedy of the commons." 111,4 he describes an area of grazing-land, used in Common by all

the residents Of a village. Each villager has an incentive to put. as,many grazing animals as possible on the

common pasture so as to maximize his or her profit. Each villager knows that if he does not do so, a 'neighbor

will take advantage of the available forage. The "tragedy" is that the entirely rational pursuit of private profit

will ultimately lead to too many anfinals.on the Pasttire and the ultimate, perhaps permanent, degradation

of the resource. EPrivate rationality is transformed into public folly;'

,
A related problem is that there is no incentive for-anyone to invest or to improve the pasture.. If any single ,

villager paid to improve the water 'supply; forexample, most of the benefits would accrue to other villager's

grazing animals. - 
-

,
• -

Tourism resources may be seen as V ery similar,to Hardin's common pasture, and are subject to the same

"tragedy" of overuse andUnderinireStment. This is particularly true of what Jafari (1982) calls "background

tourism elements" (BT Es) are "the reason for Which the consumer-tourist travels." They may be

• natural, socio-cultural or mao-made. In the South Carolinicontext,they could include waterfront views,

• scenic drives, ensembles of historic buildings; or atmosphere of sa_downtown craft market or a street

• festival Jafaii argues' that the goods and services provided by the totirist industry, are "only incidental
( •
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- • .
interests of the tourist" and are "the result of the magnetism ofthe BTF_s:" The BTEs are, in effect, the grazing

land on which the tourism industry feeds: • • -

' Says Lisa Ritseh of Main Street 'Beaufort, "It's not Wal-Mart that brings tourists to Beaufort—it's

downtown Beaufort." Yet Wal-Mart, and the non-descript motels and restaurants lining Highway 21, reap

economic benefits from the tourist drawn by the downtown. Restorations, museurni, parks and festivals all

produce increased revenues for a variety of firms in their community.,

It is alarmingly easy for tourism policY to emphasize the health of the "industry" and to• neglect the health -

- of the BTEs on.whicliit is based. Low Country Council of Governments director buddy Thompson referred

to a line of roadside trees, removed as part of a road-widening project. "People come here, they visit here,

for those 200-year old oaks. But we strip them out" Sinfilarly,-along Highway 61, outside Charleston, where

• tourists are drawn to Drayton Hall, Magnolia Plantation and Middleton Place Gardens, spreding

urbanization is .diminishing the. scenicqualities of the driVe. , Environmental BTEs can also be destroyed

piecemeal, as in the case of sewage runoff that pp,llutes shellfish beds or riverbank erosion caused by

speedboat traffic. •

•An important step tOward making coastal tourism sustainable is to create a sense of public responsibility

for the fundamental, assets of the coast—its, scenery; its wildlife, its waters, its historic assets. _ Small

investments in protectingexisting BTEs and developing new ones can produce large, though diffuse, benefits

for the Community. , 
I .

Step nut: Job Ladders and Entrepreneurship

During the last twenty years; South Carolina ha' built a two-tier society along much of its coastline. Its

dividing lines are affluence and poverty, e-dUcation, and race. The tourism industry is not solely responsible
for this division—.indeed much of the social and economic chasm is associated with the rapid growth of the

more affluent Segment of the permanent resident population But tourism can be said to have started the

process; and tourism has not only a moral responsibility, but a self-interest in addressing the problent that

a,dualistic society has created.

The self-interest lies in the fact that tourism demand is unusually sensitive to tourists' perceptions of their

personal safety and comfort. Tourism is a highly competitive industry, and tourists caneasilysubstitute one

'destination for another:, Experiences in many parts of the wOrld have demonstrated that relatively few

incidents of violence or problems with Crime, drug abuse, or simply- a hostile local population can cause

_ WO= to literally evaporate. -For example, tourist perceptions of crime and hostility severely damaged

- tourism on St. Croix in the 1960s and Jamaica in the 1970s and threaten to do the same at present in Rio de

Janeiro and other South American capitals.-Asituation in which a large segment of the population in a tourist

area is impoverished, and increasingly alienated, is unhealthy for the industry as well as or the community.

Tourism has much to contribine to the solution of these problems A healthy tourism sector can create

oPportunitieSfor upward mobility among the local population in two ways: by creating career ladders for

employees_and • by providing opportunities for small-scale entrepreneurship.

Career ladders are the key•to more constructiverelationships.between the industry and itsworkert.

The hotel and restaurant industry has -tended to regard its workers as interchangeable parts, subject to _

rapid turnover and easily replaced! Experienced—and _hence somewhat more expensive—workers are '

considered a liability rather than an asset. One participant in our Beaufort foe-us group captured the
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corrosive effect that such an attitude has on the workers: .."The first thing in outside manager [brought

in to cut costs] does is to replace the -person who gets $5 or $6 anilrodr -making salad With one who gets•

$3.50 an hour and can learn the job in a day."' ,When promotions are available, the establishments often - -

look outside their own lab& force—and often outside the community itself. This may make Sense for

the individual 'firm, but it is a sure route to alienation and despair for an important part of the commu-

nity ,. .
,

, •
• Firma are prone to complain about the lack of education and Motivation among their workers. Indeed,_ -

there ika high rate of illiteracy along the South Carolina coast, and school drop-Out rates are high. Yet the _
•  . . _
commuruty_colleges seem. to have tried hard to address the manpower needs of the tourism industry and a

numher of specialized trainingcourses are available at very low 'cost, We have heard thecomplaint, too

frequently to be ignored, that the job•structure and hiring practices of the tourismindustry simply provide, _ • • • ,
no incentive for workers to take advantage of educational-opportunities.

•

_
"The job Structure [in tourism] gives no incentive forfurther education," said One participant in our

Beaufort foeusgroup. "you can flip hamburgers With a sixth grade education. If your father doesn't own

a business, you have to go elsewhere to find 4-job._" .If coastal tourism is to be sustainable, the industry must

'give some hard thought to developing career ladders for its. employees, enCOUraging professionalism and

long-term commitment to the industry. •

- - „,

s ,Anothef route to upward mobility among the coastal population is entrepreneurship. Many existing and ,

potential_ toritiain, enterprises are quite, small and require neither enormous amounts of capital nor

sophisticated skills, Entrepreneurial business creation is not for eveyon=nor  even for many. But -

- entrepreneurs havelistabilizing effect in the cOMmunitt precisely because the energy and Capitalthey,have

invested in the brain* ties thein'td the community's future. :They become the role models and the local •

leaders. 'A 'fair Of them are able to gm* small enterprises into larger ones, creating Career ladders for others:., - ,

• Initiatives for Change

One of the hardest tasks in planning and pOlicymakingit to turn general guidelines into specific actions.

South Carolina is. particularly fortunate in bayinga.hirge number of imaginative projects or initiatives- thit

-show promise Of moving the state's tourism aector in the direction of sustainable development. Some Of the

, projects emphasize protection of nature, others Creation of entrepreneurialopportunities,otherspreservation

of distinctive cultural resources Many of the projects fulfill multiple objectivei. They are presented here,

not in Sense' of Offering an endorsement for each spec- ific detail, but as a menu of concreteapproaches

to sustainable torirism development.

CULTURAL PRESERVATION St. Helena bland Gullsth Center-

-Joe Mix is a Proud descendant of Polish immigrants to Chicago. So it is not surprising that the owner

Of Lsland Outfitters in Beaufort is at the forefront of efforts to preserft and reinvigorate- the Gullah-culture

in Beaufort -and its. surrounding Sealslinds._ To Mix and a group of other Beaufort business leaders, all p'

_cultures share common elements that make them worth preserving and mike them worthwhile as tourist-

attractions-. _Ethnic groups in other areas, such as the Italians in north Chicago; are able to live their cultures, ;.• f

and at the same time'make a living from them. So Ivhy not also ,in Beaufort? asks Mix,

; • • • • , - - . ,

• "We also have a uniqueculture. But black organizations at universities in Mississippi and Alabama are

beComing the repositaries for the black culture.: This is slipping away from us," he said. -



_ Beaufort's Well preserved historical character is already a major draw for tourists. Mix would like to,.
preserve and strengthen the area's Gtillah culture to ,attract even more people. He is working with
representatives from the South Carolina Sea Grant Consortium, Clemson University and the University of

_
South Carolina at Beaufort. The group is pursuing several projects, including a Gullah Centeron St. Helena
'Wand. The center, perhaps" to be based at the existingpenn Center (the first school for freed slaves in the

- United States) would house businesses relating to each of 'several elements common to all cultures- RH
instance:

*Worihip. Black gospel groups in religious garb would hold regular performances.

*Food. Gullah food a Would-be sold in restaurants and in a fanners' market.

•-*Art and Literature. "Black artists, some of whom are already-selling their works it good prices,

would be invited to demonstrate and pell their art.- Storytelling sessions by Gullah people

- would be held.

• *Hair styling. Parlors would be opened -where black tourists could take home authentic African

hair styles.

*Clothing. African-clothing would be handmade from locally wiwrii and dyed cotton.
'

*Cottage industries.- Activities such as sewing and basketmaking would provide produCts for

, sale to tourists:

In addition to the Gullah Center, the Beaufort group is exploring the possibility of establishing a self

sustaining 'wo'rking plantation on St Helena Island. The plantation Would be run by native islanders who

would produdeproducts that *could be to tourists or which could be further manufactured in a traditional

manner. Tours would describe the plantation system that fueled the coastal economy fornundred.s of years.

CULTURAL PRESERyATION: Freewoods Farm -

'O'Neal Smalls, a black law professor at the University of South Carolina, wants to create a living, „
historical farm museum near Myrtle Beat The farm would replicate the small family farm that was operated

by thousands Of rural South Carolinians, including Many blacks, during the period between the Civil War

and the early 1900s.

- Smalls envisions a project called Freewoodsfarm, located on 40 acres he and his family Members, own

near Myrtle Beach. "This would be a new and different kind of attraction in Myrtle Beach, an attraction that

would teach history and preserve rural culture," he said.

•

'FreeWoods Farm would be .a wotking farm consisting of a farmhouse, grist mill, smokehouse, and

"blacksmith shed as well as barns for livestockand fields of crops like tobacco, tomatoes, okra and, rice:

Tourists would see and interact with the farm assistant in a variety of activities, including makingsyrup, "

soap,: lime and sausage; smoking llama; cultivating crops, and caring for animala.

-
The second component of the project would be a Main Street, consisting of small shops and, restau-

rants near the farm. The architecture of the buildings would replicate the small South Carolina towns of

-
•
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• 1860-1900. "Main Street was the only place where all-residents, blaek and White, crossed-paths. it was_

• the nerve center of rural America,"; Smalls said. The town buildings would be,leaged to businesses to \

provide services and food to the visitors and the money_generated- would supplement the farm ineome.

• -

- Smalls sees a number, of advantages to _the project. For one, it 'would bring about 75 jobs and

immeasurable pride- to the Burgess community, an economically depressed but socially vital area ten miles

- southwest of Myrtle Beach.

According to Smalls, Freewoods Farm would give Myrtle Beach an-attraCtion unlike anything that now

exists there. -It would also help rno;:re the flOW Of tourism and development inland, While most viiitors would -

probably come during Myrtle Beach's peak season, Smalls is •Olaiming a variety of off=seasoir activities so

that most Jobs at Freewoods -Farm would- be year-round, He envisions farm - festivals like Pumpkin, •

Watermelon, and Harvest as-_,Wellas a major agricultural exposition in daily spring that could draw
,

thousands of Students and companies involved in all phases of agriculture., , • ' ,
,,

-StrialLs ha.s forged partnerships With Clemson University and sOuth -Carolina State University; both of

which have conducted research projects to •document the farming techniques and foods Of the period

Freewoods Farm would enipliatize. He is also working with a Columbia real estatecbmpanyto Market the

Farm, has garnered PIZT support for promotion, Midis seeking investors and financing:
- .• • .

- f• • • , - ,

• Fretwoods Farm is ,Partitularly. aimed atattractinithe groveing number of black tourists visiting,the

- South; a market increasingly recognized by State tourism authorities . In South Carolina; PRT promotes three - •

black-oriented festivals, the Jubilee Festival in Columbia, the Moja Arts Festival in Charleston, and the

Heritage Celebratfori in St. Helena Island. Tourism officials say that black family reunions are On the-

. upswing,Iik are bus ibtirs Made up of black choirs and churchgroups from the North. Many tonritts already ' •

stop at Atlantic Beach, a black-oriented beach near Myrtle Beach. Small's believes Freewoods Farm would _•

be the•nextlogical step on the tom. Freewoods Farm exemplifies a type of tourism that promotes cUltural , I

heritage and offers a chance, to cater to a growing market segment.

- LANDSCAPE PROTECTION: From Highways to Parkways • - - • , • _
_ - I

_ • .

-Highway transportation has been a, continuing :problem along the South Carolina coast; Although

' Interstate 95 speeds tourists into South Carolina; and Interstate 26 provides easy access to Charleston, much .

. of the coastal • highWay,system is antiquated, -congested and dangerous. Coastal highways are also. - 1

increasingly unattractive, with rampant strip development ind uncontrolled commercial signs converting

formerly rural aieas into Zones ,of sprawl that tourists rush thrOugh on their way kJ more attractive ,, _

destinations.

• Two neW initiatives in South Carolina promise to combine tranipoitation improvements with better

planning for roadside land uses. The Palmetto Conservation Foundation is involved in both F7ojects,' which

are variants of-_the "scenic parkway" idea, a concept successfully implemented in the Appalachians (Blue

• Ridge Parkway) and in southeastern Virginia-(Colonial Parkway). '

.,‘

. •
The first project involves-Highway 17, the primary routefrom Charleston to Beaufort atidl : ',ton Head.",

The South Carolina Highway-Department has plans to widen this highway, Which crosses the heart of the -'

ACE Basin, 350,000 acres of mostly undisturbed wetlands and wildlife habitat., The ACE Basin is currently

the site of a nationally recognized conserVation effort by state and federal agencies and the Nature -



Conservancy: Notable conservationists such as GaylOrd Donnelley and Ted -Turner have 'agreed to

conservation schemes for large properties they own in the basin. But plans to widen the highway have created

a potential conflict between the dual goals of transportation efficiency and land conservation.

, The ACE Basin : Scenic Highway is an effort to reach a compromise between transportation and

coriservatio,n interests. Headed by the ColleMn County Chamber of Commerce, and with technical assistance ,

- from the Palmetto Conservation Foundation, plans have been made to leave ,the corridor adjoining the

improved highway in its natural statety limiting ancillary development, mandating vegetative setbacks, and

controlling signs and curb cuts.- Scenic turnouts and an interpretive center are also part of the plan

_ A second project is the Sea Island Scenic Parkway; in Beaufort County. The proposed widening of-U.S.

Highway 21 from Beaufort to Fripp Island threatens the sensitive Sea Island culture of Lady's and St Helena

islands. Improvements might adversely affect such resources as historitFrogmore, the Emancipation Oak,,,

and Penn Center. The Sea Island Parkway effort seeks to not only limit the extent ofwidening of the highway,

but also to promote the corridOr as a ;recreational amenity by installing bike and walking. paths. If -

implemented correctly, transportation efficiency can be impro\Yed while building community Cohesiveness. ,

/•

. Scenic highways and park-ways have the potential to not only protect sensitive re-sources‘but to add an ,

additional tourism amenity. "Driying for pleasure" is among the most desired leisure activities and can add

- C;O. nsiderably to an overall tourist experience. One can imagine, for example, the added experi
ence of a

- traveler driving from Historic Charleston to Hilton *lead via the natural beauty of the ACE Basin Sc
enic.

Highway. -

Muchmore controversial; and still unresolved, is the problem of improving access from Int
erstate 95

- to the Myrtle Beach area. Transportation improvements would not only benefit tourists, but 
would ease the

commute of tourist industry workers, many of whom live far inland. Proposals have ran
ged from a standard

interstate highway to a "Carolina Bays Parkway." All have fotindered,on the issue of
 'wetlands._

• ENVIRONMENTAL PRESERVATION: Nature-Based Tourism

A.,gxbwing number' of tourists, are looking for "back to nature" experiences that 
let them explore and

appreciate natural resotirOes. With its rich and varied coastline and abundant wildli
fe resources, South

Carolina is well positioned to-develop this new type of tourism, dubbed ecotourism 
or nature-based tourism

•

For instance, South Carolina's barrier islands provide wonderful settings for
 interpretive nature walks

and discoveritz. • The Ashepoo, Combahee, _Edisto and Black rivers
 offer ' great recreation, including

canoeing; carrying and viewing wildflowers and fauna. Birding opportunities ab
ound in South Carolina,

which has 20 percent of the coastalwetlands on the entire East Coast, providing 
nesting or migratory habitats•

for an incredible variety of birds. . . ,

- Margaret Davidson,. director of the South Carolina Sea Grant Consortium, is work
ing closely with the

Regional Resource Development Institute at Clemson University to invento
ry the types of nature-based

tourism businesses in South Carolina and explore opportunities for others. A
 recent report by the

Institute (McConnell, 1990) identified about a`dozen businesses in the Coastal region that offe
r a Wide range

of ecotourism activities, including harbor tours, beach walk-s, wilderness
 programs, guided canoe trips and

jeep island tours. 
- , _ - • _

>,
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• According-to Davidson, the nature tourist isthe kind of person South Carolina s
hould want to attract.

"Look at birders," she said, "Birders have Money: They like rustic settings, and 
they pack out their trash..,

, Aren't they the ideal tourist?" Davidaonsaid- that there is funding available to 
set up businesses thatmight

cater to nature tourists through the federal offices of the Economic Developme
nt Administration and the

• Small Business:Administration.

Becki Brantle-y, directot of Camp Baskervill, sees dozens,ofOther nature totrism 
opportunities. "I can't

- think of anything more wonderful than spending a day with one Of the local crabber
s. A tourist could, go

out with the crabber in his boat and cast -pots with huh: You Would hear some wonderful s
tories about the

history and people of the area." Brantleyhad other suggestionsi 'shrimpers taking tourists 
on guided tours,

a local artisan demonstrating the .nearly lost art. of making tabby, a construction material 
that Was used to -

- build Many plantation homes;- artisans showing tourists how to make bateaux or fishin
g nets; and natural

history or archeology buffs leading guided Walks along beaches and in maritime fotests. ,
 •

One ecotourism- project already underway it the Edisto River Canoe and -kayak Trail (ERCIST). The,

'trail is a-joint project Of local government, the W,alterboro:Colleton Chamber of Commerce, and
 individual

volunteers, organized as the Edisto River Canoe and Kayak Trail Commission. The commissi
on owns 16 -

canoes and operates canoe tours out of Colleton State Park. The commission's tours cater to gr
oups, such

as Scouts, churches and environmental organizations; a new private canoe hvery caters to individ
ual renters.

An annual river festival it held in Spring and 'there is a Program for training river guides.- The commi
ssion

, -
, is now in theptocess Of trying to secute conservation easements along the river so as to prese

rve its scenic ,

- qualities. s

_ •

,Jim Wescott, Executive Director of the I_Aiwcountry and Resort Island Tourism Commissio
n and an

active gRacT volunteer, observes that "Asa„result of the Edisto River Canoe Trail major sections of the

Edisto have been cleaned up, we have taught ecology to lots of people, and we have done a lot f
or liminess

in Colleton County" He notes that there are complements between,ecotouriam and other types 
of

A Nature Conservancy group from Cincinnati recently took itrip to the undeveloped ACEbasin=but_s
tayed

o.rerniglit on Hilton Head. And visitors to the Edisto have helped fill motel rooms in Walterb
oro.

I.

I,

I.

1
• . Tourists, are often fascinated With the work of scientific researchers. The, Baruch Institute, a University

• .

of Smith Carlolina affiliated coastal research facility north of Georgetown, has a small _naturecent
er and -,, I

offers touts twice a'Week. There would seem to be opportuities there for expansion of the tour prOgia
m

. • . 
n ,. 

and for adult education courses, including the increasingly popular Elderhostel courses, which appeal t
o

. „- retired persons. , In -Beaufortc business leader* are wotking on plans toopen a research 'center called 
the I

Beaufort Institute to study the impact of growth on the environment. "It would bethe Aspen Institute of the

East Coast, where from all over the world could come and conduct research and communicate their , 
..

results," said Joe Mix. ' Interestingly, the, economic impact Of scientific researchers, and students is quite -

similar to those of ordinary tourists. Studies (4ainian and Perdue, 1987,1988) of the Costa Rican research

and educational facility of the Organization for Tropical Studies found that its operationsgenerated between
_ , I-

$1-.9 and $3,4-million in ,direct economic ictivity annually,. and that almost -60 percent of Scientists and

' university course participants made subsequent visits to Costa Rica. Moreover, 69 percent claimed that t
hey

had induced others to visit the countrY. ' - '- ., . , _ „ .. _
I

, .

, •
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NATURE TOURISM AND LAND DEVELOPMENT: Palm Key

A half hour from bustling Hilton Head, Judy and Emil Rigg are trying to create an ecologically oriented

resort on a scenic piece of land bordering the Broad River. The Riggs hope to take advantage of the fact that

• some 35,000 vehiCles daily_pass the nearest exit on Interstate 95, five miles away, Most pass through quickly _

On _their way to Floridi or the North; some motorists stay overnight but spend little additional time in the

area. The Riggs plan to lure pOtential ecotourists with roadside billboards advertising kayak and canoe trips,

nature walks, and fishing excursions.

Their Palm Key developmentis envisioned as an inn and cottage community, wish outdcior recreation

emphasized .- Purchasers of cottages would have the option of renting them to vacationers (or highway

travellers) when not in use, or even of operating them personally as "bed and breakfast".hoiels. The Riggs.

. also plan to run- Palm Key as a sort of nature-oriented country club for those who do not choose to buy

residences. Members would be -able to use the property for boating and other outdoor activities, and could ,

rent cottages and campsites as needed.

. ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: Museum of Hilton Head Island ,

. - On Hilton Head, an ambitious museum is planned to showcase the archeology, history and natural features

of the is land.,Chartered in 1985, the museum is located in temporary storefront quarters while trying to raise

- $4.8 Million for a permanent building. A1.74 acre site has already been secured, and a boardwalk has been

constructed for guided and self-guided 'tours of a wetland habitat..

Museum prograths on island ecology- and history already reach more than 10,000 people annually:

, Particularly notable is the program Of guided nature walks! Running from March through November, they

bring local residents and tourists to tidepools, wetlands, the Pinckney Island National Wildlife Refuge, and

the ruins of the Stonepaaynard Plantation. - During the summer, nighttime "turtle patrol" touts are offered,'

allowing controlled access to Sea ilutlenestingsitei. The museum is likely to develop into both an important

local educational resource and a tburist attraction in its.own right.

-

ENCOURAGING THE ENTREPRENEUR: Sinai Business Development

- The remarkable growth in bUsiness along the South Carolina coast has been glaringly lacking in one

respect: minority-owned busineSses. Yet small business offers a great opportunity for those who complain

, about being locked into dead-end, low paying service jobs: Native islanders generally have two resources

available for immediate use in small business: large families and land. Several families have consolidated

their land and either sold or leased parcels to gain capital for new businesses. Keeping the business within

the family not only can strengthen the fathiry unit but can also reduce the-problem of high employee turnover.:

• , Three entrepreneurial experienees. stand Out as ways some blacks have tried to overcOme the risks of

growing a small businesi and offer lessons for others tO follow.

In 1990, Kitty Green and her family members pooled their money and opened the Gullah House restaurant

- on St, Helena Island. Five months later, they opened a second restaurant on Beaufort's historic Main Street.

- - [The Beaufort restaurant closed in early 19924 The Unusual restaurants serve traditional dishes Unavailable

elsewhere. They also have attractive displays of moderately price LoWc.ountry artwork, such as sweetgrass

baskets and paintings. A local batketmaker is often on hand tor aswer questions about her art.
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Green saidshe and her familytapped all their savings and work long hOurs to keep the businesses going.- -
She wasn't able to secure a bank loan, but She has very understanding landlords who charge her "rents I can

live With." The landlords helped Green and she's helping them. In both locations, Green took over buildings -

that had been vacant or fallen into disrepair and spent thousands on renovations Green is also very proud

, of the fact, that She is able to employ other blacks,and he an entrepreneurial role model In the community,

,
• - _

To the north, Walter Stanley, 41, and his 12 brothers and sisters have,spent their entire lives on Johns

Island. His father, Paul Stanley, left his Children a tremendous- Jegacy. While many blacks hesitate to

relinquish their hold on their land, Stanley arranged to lease some Of the family's land to a shopping center

developer. The money Stanley earned from the leaseenabled him to open a tire store and gasoline station

that provides jobs and income for the entire familY. The Stanleys work long hours but their business is doing

well. Walter Stanley said he's glad the .family Was able to move out of farming,-,Which also involves long

hours butdoes .not_provide the rewards, of the retail business.
-

As the Stanleys learned, leasing lancl.rather than selling it can bean excellent option. Blacks are ab_le

to retain ownership and at. the same time earn aliteady income that allows them to Coped their own business

or to ultimately-develop the property. - , • .
_, - •

• -

_

- On Hilton Head Island, Sam -Bolden also those leasing' as a way to. provide an income for developing

- a small business; in his erase k construction hauling firm. Bolden, who owned some farmland along the

-• highway that leads to the island, found his land in demand for commercial purPosea. • Rather thansimply

selling the land, Bolden engaged the Services of an attorney and an accountant who provided him With the '

, expertise needed to construct a warehouse building and negotiatea solid lease Witha construction company

The project required borrowing $160,000, but througheareful planning, he was able to Maki the most of .

his borrowed funds After 36 years of profitable Work Bolden is retired from a Successful business. He still

„ owns the land and he still receives lease payments

MARKETS FOR MICROENTERPRISES: The Beaufort Saturday Market
_

. ,
Millions of tourists come to South Carolina's coast with money to spend; thousands of coastal residents

have the potential to provide them- with goods and services: But manly of the potential businesses are very

small. -

Dawn-town Beaufort has one answer—a public market in its downtown Waterfront Park. The market

, has actually had two incarnations ,When the Park was built in 1979, a continuous craft and farmers' market

was envisioned. This operated for about a year,then faded. -Interestingly, several of the vendors in the

, original market -opened successful storefront businesses in downtown Beaufort. -
_ _

, .
In 1990, the market was revived, as a Saturday morning farmers' market. Vendors pay $5 per day to rent '

one of 23 -stand.s. -Products include beans, collards, squash and blueberries. There is a link with the

agricultural extension service, which advises the farmerson suitable' crops and planting dates In the new

market's secondyear, crafters woreifichided. Themarkethrings tourists downtown early Saturday morning' -

and has goVed to be a lively social occasion for Beaufort residents -

I

EMPOWERING 
\SMALL BUSINESS: Episcopal Church Revolving Fund:

As Kitty Green, of the Gullah House, learned, one of the biggest obstacles to starting ablisiness is getting

financial assistance. Tony Campbell thinks he has as_Olutiori=or at least thestart of one., Campbell, a Yale-

educated native of Indiana, has secured $100,000 in funding from the National Episcopal Church and is
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•

seeking matching grants from the church's two statewide dioceses His goal is to-build a $3 million revolving

r fund that will be used to make loans to people who Want to start small businesses •

Nationwide, only 20 percent of small businesses survive their first five years. So how-does Campbell

expect to convince church leaders to part with their money? By inviting them to invest in their Communities _

through incubator type organizations that nurture snall businesses-through the start-up years.. As these small

businesses flourish, interest paid by borrowers Will be used to lend r\nOney to other small entrepreneurs.

Programs. like the one proposed by Campbell have been successfully implemented in Delaware and Michigan

and in Durham, N.C.•

- , Campbells creative approach to small business development stems from his frustration with watching

native islanders become at odds with developers and the business community. "In the late 70s and 80s,-blacks

focused all their efforts on tryingto stop-development. They lost a battle that never should have been fought.

What they should have done was tried to get involved and Make the developers include them in the action," •

- he Said. The revolving fund; said Campbell, Will be a strong step in that direction and will be used to support

a variety of small businessventures.

• TAX-RELIEF: The Legislative Route

While native islanders are trying to succeed in tourism-related businesses; the tax bite is nipping away

at their income. Several legislative solutions have been proposed for reducing the tax burden on people who

own land but who have little income former state Sen. James M. Waddell, Jr., and state Rep, Harriet s

Keyserling have each proposed "circuit breaker" tax legislation to • give relief to property owners facing

skyrocketing land assessments. Under a circuit breaker, when property taxes exceed a percentage of income,

the homeowner could claim a portion of property taxes from the previous year as a credit toward state income

tax. If the claim exceeded the state tax due on the Person's income, the taxpayer would be entitled to a refund

of the 'unused portion of the credit.
\ •

Under one version 'of the Circuit breaker, households with a gross income of $25,000 or more would

receive no credit and the credit to any taxpayer would not exceed $250 The state revenues lost from the

tax credit would be recouped by reducing the state's Homestead Exemption from the first $20;000 of a

dwelling's fair market value to the first $10,000.

Another proposal is to finance property tax rollbacks by a local option sales tax. Of the six counties

-, Situated along the South Carohna-cciast; Only Charleston has a local option sales tax. Recently its county

council used the sale; tax to reduce property taxes by 15 percent..,

'John Curry, president,of Hiltoii Head's Visitor and Conventibn Bureau, has proposed that local leaders

put a cat) on property taxes for landowners who do not alter their existing land use. If a landowner were to

switch to a land use to generate a higher iiwome, ,then the owner would have to pay the difference in taxes

created by the higher value.-

BRIDGING THE CULTURE GAP: training Local Leaders

One theme that emerged repeatedly in interviews done for this study was the issue of lack of enough loca
l

leaders in the black community. Some names came up again and again: Emory Campbell of the Penn Center,

Tony Campbell of tamp Baskervill, Juan. Byers and Morris Campbell, Hilton Head activists, and Tom

Barnwell, a black developer on Hilton Head.
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, leaders naturally ';emerge when people come together.

But that's a sniall group facing large problems.,, Both blacks and whites said in order. for blacks to enjoy

more of the fruits of the tourisin-industry, more black leadership is needed. "There's a neiv direction for the

1990s," said Rev. Alonza Washington, a Johns Island minister "Blacks achieved scrmany things in the 1960s

that we got complacent in the 70& _Then we lost, a lot Of what We gained...Now:sin the 1990s, we realize it's

up to us to get a grin-. We're not yet in the promised land and we can't rest until w-e get there."- Poor whites •

face Similar problems—they are an important factor in tourism industry employment, yet there are few; if

• , any, leaders who articulate their needs aid concerns.:
, -

- •

Residents of Johns, Wacimalaw and gclisto islands had pulled together iñ the formation of Island

Comprehensive Health Care, Inc. and now are ready, to tackle issues such as land use and taxation. New '

But training can help them be more effective. Camp Baskervill., has recently receivedfunding for a

training program that will train indigenous people in leadership skills ;"People need to know how to work

within the system They need to know how to negotiate," said Becki Brantley "When they've mastered- -

these abilities, they'll be much better equipped to get what they want and deserve.'

•
• In addition to training leaddis; programs heed to be set up---for both blacks and whites—that efiCourage- ,

. More cultural awareness and sensitivity among diverse groups of people. This would provide a foundation

for dialogue between native-islanders,,who feel ,their culture is in danger of elimination, and the wealthy

,transplants Making new homes on the islands. It would also help dialogue between (purism employers, many

Of whom were dispatched to coastal Soli* Carolina by big corporate chains; and the local workers who 'feel .
-

they are being exploited : _

•

Jerry Barkie, formerinayor of Hilton Head, made a move in that direction, in 1,91, when he established

the Native Islanderi Comniittee, a group of black rtaiderits who met with Bari* regularly to discuss their_

-, concerns about land loss; employment; education and public services "I wanted to perceive as much as I. - , , , „ ,

, could what their problems were and help Solve them," he said-. , - (

s-
‘..

- - - ECONOMIC DIVERSIFICATION: Myrtle Beach AFB Redevelopment: , , - . .

' Myrtle Beach is about to inherit 4,000 acres complete with infrastructure and even an airport. When

Myrtle Air Force Base is abandoned17 the military in 1994; local leaders hope they will have a plan--
. . ,

• and-tenants,to occupy the grounds -: . ,-
• 

., ., .

Some see the base closing as a Chance to attract light industry or reseatch and development facilities to

, the site. Clemson 'University, Coastal Carolina College, and Georgetown Technical College are exploring .

' the possibility of building an academic center on the base.. AcademieCoUries offered at the center would

-," be designed to fit in with the local economy—horticulture and golf course maintenance, for example. Coupe '

de -Ville, personnel director for Waccamaw,- Inc., and A member of the"Myrtle Beach Air Force Base _

, Redevelopment Committee, said the bate should be used for businesses that enhance tOurism. "Our niche

Is tourism," he said: "We have a built-in customer We can appeal to."

_. f- . • , . 
.. .._

,

Others see the base‘closing as -A chance totbiiild a more diverse economy. ...For example, it has been

suggested that Hony-Georgelown Technical College and Coastal Carolina College establish a school for -
-

' engineering technology on the,base property, Where students wOuldbe trained for jobs inmanufacturing.
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' INTRODUCTION , - - --

Tourism differs from most economic development systems in thatto a greater degree than others the

. - community is the "machine". The productionof wealth is directly related to almost every aspect of, 1 ,

community life. , ,Community here is defined An its broadest possible sense as including the natural, • . ,

environment as well as the human constructs.and humanity -itself.

This realization Was made Vividly clear through the foci's groups conducted by the South- Carolina

Institute On Poveity and Deprivation for, the Palmetto_ Conservation Foundation. , The focus groups. .
, . •

reaffirmed and sharpened' the insight drawn f1-0111 the Institute's 1988 studies; and its continued involvement, _ , ,

. - - with the Coastal Communities Resource Network. These studies document a wide range of issues illustrating •. _

that the "community machine" is bath a reality in the tourism of the area and that the machine dramatically - 1

reworks the entire fabric, of life in the area. - , , - - - , - . - - • , 

' The products of this Machine are both good and bad as seen by residents of the area and the state. There i

is no turning back the Oak, however, and the past had its drawbacks of grinding poverty, political despotism,

, and abuse of the environment -a well. , - ' , • ' , • • • - , ' . -, ' ' _. , - /
- , • 

Now, however; there seems to be a broad readiness and numerous imperatives to deal comprehensively . I

with the issues of development in Coastal South Carolina. What is lacking is an adequate tool tabring about I - •

policy and program to deal with these issues. The current political processes at the state and local levels are

often piecemeal and 'reactive rather.than,oro-aotive. Members of the focus groups complained that these

' -,bodies move only. in response to "big money". -A number of local governments, however, have Made

• impressive attempts at using an -holistic approach to theilproblems,- but they areoften stymied by limited,

powers and fragmented furisdiction._ , . , _ --- _ _
- t •

‘. What seems to most lacking is a process to surface issues and develop broad consensus in dealing with •

them. State and local officials do not have available
1 

a system that helps them set clear goals and support
"

the policies'and programs these require.' -- , ' ' - •
-II

It is, therefore, suggested that I prOcest be initiated that would help coastal Sauth_Carolinaid envision ,

its future and make choices at to what directions it wishes to take. This procesiabilld equip Ideal and state 2
,

- 'officials with, guidelines in responding to pthposaLs‘and pressures at well as creating initiatives. • - O -. , (
- The private sector would also benefit from .clearer-concepts of what the Community would and would

not support and how they might productively interface with the other varied interests'.

What_is suggested --in greater detail below— is a "rechartering" cif the economic, political and social

, systems of the coastal area. N,i,zit.,_ a literal rechartering:but a participatory process in which the foundations

- of these systenisare're-exammed in the light Of the needs of the people, and in Cvhic•-i goals are set for the

future. The key elements in this process are (1) the preparation-of a comprehensive ' 'oastal Charter"; and

, (2) the establishMent of I "Coastal Assembly" With the initiative of (3)yepresentathres 9; the private, public, •-•

and voluntary sectors of the area. _ -' • _ - . "- : , - •• f .

I

Certainly no process will be a panacea for all the problems of coastal • South Carolit ,_ but e focus

groups; and our previous 'research; show That ,h-6re is a critical lack of "Community" in the area. This .
. •

, lack both .huits-individtialsiand paralyzes the decisionMaking process at many paints., The de elopment I ,.
. .. - of a Coastal Charter and Coastal Assembly, or some analogous processes, would have a healing effect _

and preparethe area for its_rnaturing beyond the "boom or bust" develoPment of its adolescence.
, i



I.

BACKGROUND

-TheSouth Carolina Institute on POve4y and Depriyation was asked by the Palmetto *Conservation

Foundation to contribute to their research into tourism and environmental issues in coastal South Caro-

lina becaise of its previous involvements with the subjeet. These involvements include a project done

by the institptijn 1988, the "Resort Impact Initiative,' (funded_ by the Ford Foundation through. the

Aspen Institute) that identified the impact of tourism and resort development on the-indigenous popula-

. _tion of coastal South Carolina:

- There were three (3) primary products of that initiative:

The Coastal Communities Resources Network;

The 'Major Issues With-Policy Recommendations and Program Options (see Attachment I); and

' *Five Scenarios of the Future of coastal South Carolina" with responses to the scenarios (available

• from the Institute upon request). The titles of the five scenarios are:

1. Apartheid South Carolina Style ,

- 2.. Coastal Pastoral '.-

3. The-Midas Touch

4: Intervention Policy

' 5. Enlightened Self Interest

These products, and the contacts that they represent, formed the foundation-for the Institute's contri-
,

bution to the prdentstudy.

In addition, the Institute's Development Policy Sector is currently designing strategies regarding -

- economic development that reaches - the poor. Many of these have a direct bearing on the specific ,

conditions in the coastalarea. _

The Institute has contributed its contacts throughout the coast to the Palmetto Conservation Founda-

tion Project, consulted on the design and process of the study; designed a survey tool used primarily as a

discussion starter with focus groups and conducted three focus groups; and, summarized the results of

the survey; and focus group discussions.'

THE ISSUES

The primary conchisions of the Institute in revisiting the subject with the Palmetto Conservation
, .

Foundation are: - 
. 

popula

- _-

1. The eight issues identified in1988 are stills quite critical regarding the indigenous - -_, .

tiOn• * - 
.

_t
2, There is a broader ownership-of those issues among public officials and development interests ;

. than previously found;,: , ' , .

- - 3. Despite the broader understanding and consensus, the issues involved are so complex and •

niulti-faceted that only major policy changot, can address the problems and opportunities presented.

Two illustrations of this final conclusion are (1) the punitive results of current taxation policy in ,

most areas asitimpacts long term and low income property owners, and (2) the critical burden on local

_ jurisdictions_ of providing services to a largely transient population while seeking to maintain some

orderly community life. , • _ , ,

* It .sliould be noted that enVironinentatissUes where-not aprimaryfocus- in theInstitute's previous or

.current activities. To. the extent that enVironmatal changes and changes in to natural resources --

affected thepgoi, the Institutenoted these factors.- The environmental impact was eft largely to those
,A

Who specialize in that field These and Many other issues are elaborated on below.
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•

- •

THE SURVEY '
A-. -

, The survey was designed to be used atthe beginning of the focus groups tosuggest-a range of

issues, gather information on the perspectives and perceptions of the participants, and illicit discussion

on a lingo of issues regardin&coastaldevelopment. ,. •

• The survey was no intended to befit scientific,instrument as the participants do not represent any

• given cross section of the population. Nevertheless, the results provide further documentation of the -

views of the focus 'groups in additicin to the digest of their comments and disanasion recorded by notes

ir and taping. Also the personal data collected may suggest something of the 'range of personsparticipat-

ing in the focus groups., - • . _ ' - -

The tabulation of the completed surveys is included in IL The survey was first field ,

tested November 14, 1991 with asmall group at the Steering Committee meeting of the Coastal Com-

munities 'Resources Network in Charleston. The items completed by that group are included in the

tabulations, but considerable-changes were made as the result of the field test, therefore, data is not

present fromthis group on many of the, items. _ -

, The survey was -then used at the focus ,group Meetings in Beaufort on January 8, 1992, and Conway

on February 7, 1992.- The list of participants at all three sites are included in Attachment III Many of

those invited to the Beaufort. and Conway meetings Were selected4rom participants in the Coastal ;

Communities Resources Network, however, other persons were selected to increase the representation --

of planning and development interests aa, -
,

- _

-TILE yo(us,GRoups)
The discussions in the focus groups reflect many of the same themes expressed by the participants in

completing thearvey as reported above and in Attachment IL But, to describe more 'specifically thr:, .
discussion a summary of each is provided here.

Chnri4toil:.The discussion was brief as thefield‘the survey was added -tti a business meeting of the .
. ,

_ group,- however, the tone VMS rather frustrated and,. hostile regarding the development issues raised by ,

.the survey Most of the participants Work very directly with the poor. Their level of disenchantment with

the potential for improving conditions for low income.persOns in the coastal area was quite-thigh : Most -

expreased,no confidence in elected officials' at-any level,(Question:No. 7.2). -

Their highest ratings of personal interest issues were 1.1 Employment and Job Opportunities and -1,i8 ,

Health and Well-being. .There lowest ratings were New Cultural Opportunities and 1.2 Development •

and Investment. , -. •- - l ' , _

In ranking of 'priority for public discUssion.1.1 Employment and Job Opportunities and 1.4 Education

and Training were at top. _

Deaufort: This group included a 'broad range of professionals Working in education, conservation, public

administration, welfare, tourism promotion, and community development. Their discussion focused on the

, short comings - in physical, human. dev,etopmenrand economic development planning.

-, Great frustration was expressed with the effort to encourage education when the bulk of the jobs available -

require little formal education ("flipping hamburgers"), and the better jobs go to people who are imported

' for the positions.- It,was agreed that ,underemplOyment,andiaok of job security seem, endemic to the
_ ,

hospitality industry. • i • - 
, .

• Concern was expiessed that major employeraanddevelopers "accept no responsibility" for transporr

tation and housing development for their workers: As a result, long commutes in pubic or private -

vehicles are the rule costing low income workers high travel Costs and !Ong hours (12-18 hours) away ,

from their children._ The public and the poor must bear most of the cost Of any initiatives to deal with

, housing and transportation. Many public, resources such as Community Development Block Grant

funds are not available as related to these problems: _ -

_



1
• II._. Thi lack of citizen inclusion in decision making proeesses was also a concern. On the one hand,'

technicians make too many decisions regarding environmental issues and there is generally a lack of land

. Use planning. ,

I 
The group had many Observations about the evolution of the economic base of the area. Some observed

.  .

that the area had gone from too much dependence on agriculture and seafood; to too much dependence on

the military, to too-much dependence on the service industry. "We skipped the industrialization phase."

Now, some felt, we are being limited by environmental concerns from developing the industry needed to .,

produce good jobs and wages One person observed bitterly that retirees had made all their Money polluting

- 
I 

' is needed.

. and destroying the Northeast, and now they want to live in a'pristine environment without the industry that

_ _ 4

The seasonal nature of the work results in Many people depending on welfare and unemployment for.. ,
, I , 'much of the year. Some see this as an 'indirect subsidy to the hospitality industry of 'maintaining a low wage

labor force, but others saw it as the only alternative until •a _more balanced economy • is developed

It was observed that "We've been discovered, and we can't go back, therefore, we've got to find ways ,

to take advantage of the development." Suggestions were: long term leases of land; make it work for you;•
share in development: and ownership There were fears, hoviever, that the base of local capital to do this

is not there and that higher property taxes related to development were forcing many out of the assets they

I, . 
have and that traditional family values are being eroded in the process.

. ,,

Conway  This focus group included a range of health care; education, social services, industrial development

I 'and community development professionals A dominant theme expressed by all ofthem was disappointment

with.the statiand local political leadership in dealing with the problems of the area. It was felt, however,

I 

virtually impossible to achieve. There:is no real ' "community" and a lack of concerted leadership
that the community was so fragmented with differing interests and growing populations that consensus was

The dynamic growth of the area seems a major source of this problem, .Each year the beach area -adds

I 

enough school Children to populate an entirely new elementary -sehool —500 to 600 children. At the other

end of the spectrum the senior Citizens ire the fastest growing Segment of the potiulation. By 1010 the-
_ population over age 55 ispredicted to be w000. _

I 
Further, the attractiveness of thearea and the supposed job potential lead a great many people toflock

,sto the area. Often these have Very few resources and end up putting a demand upon public- and charitable

service programs The amount cif homelessness, drug abuse'and crime are very extensive but largely ignored

I : and denied in the largerscommunity, - , •, .
„

There was Universal concern among the participants that the area gets very few state resources to deal

• - ' With its problems Actually, the area is a "donor" to the state budget, providing far More revenues than are

111 -returned to it,This leav
es the area widi "big city" problems and "small toWn" resources Myrtle Beach ranks

is One of the state's three or four largest cities, but most of that population is non-resident and so is not ,

.. I - counted Very little research exists to document the numbers involved. It could be helpful in making a

case for the needsof the area if substantial researchwas done.

' Most agree-d that the post secondary education opportunities in the area were very good and there is a

I 

. high level of education. Most graduates, however, "end Up flipping hamburgers". There its a high retention

- rate of graduates in the area but opportunities to use their education are severely limited in the hospitality

field whichhas a few at the top',. a kit at the bottoni, and very few in between. Frustration was widely felt'

I 

_that it did not have to be that Way expect for the greed and opportunism of many employers

Lack of planning and zoning were cited as major problems in Supporting a: diverse economy for the.

area not solely dependent on low, wage service jobs -

Regarding entrepreneurship, it Was indicated that the lending institutions of the area had little expertise

and -no aggressiVe program to encourage these. Over restrictive development policies regarding wetland
. .. . ,

1 s_

"
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--which are never wet--frustrate industrial development efforts It was also felt that the medi
a gives little

:support to recognizing OW industries and balanced growth., _ -

Balanced development of the area will be thwarted, because of transportation problems as well. The

highway system is overloaded, public transportation la not effective, and rail Or _other serv
ices ; for raw -

materials, Products or people is not aVailable. Because of the convoluted and conflict ridden decision making .

proCases,,fibeway, access to the area is decades away._

RECOMMENpATIONS

_ At indicated earlier what is suggestedis a "rechartering" ,Of the economic; political and social systems

of the coastal area. Not a literal rechartering; but a participatory process in which the foundation's of these

systeiniare reexamined in the light of the needs of thePeop le and goals are set for the future, The key elements

. in this meat "are-(1)".the preparation .Of a comprehensive "Coastal Charter", and (2) 
the establishment of

a"Coastal Assembly" vTrith the initiative of (3) representatives of the private, public, and voluntary sectors •
-7_

of the area - 
-St

1. A "Coastal Charter" could be Written which holistically addresses tourism and development policy -

and goaLi<in the context of the area's and state's long range interests. - r _ •

2. This Charter could be analyzed and discussed for a two (2) year period by (&) public bodies (cities,

, counties, regional planning councils and state agencies and governing bodiea),-(b:) development interests

, (charbbers of commerce, builders, developers, development agencies), community based and (c.) voluntary

organizations (churches, League. of,Worneri Voters, community centers, environmental groups pfc)i,.

3.k!Coastal Assembly" could be convened with represintatiVes of the oolie, private and voluntary
rs from each county (possibly from paclicoimty).. The Assembly would divide its work into

specific categories and develop resolutions regarding policy and goals, the Charter, for the area. The results

- of the Assembly could be transmitted to all participatinghOdies for their consideration and action as well

at to theGovernor and the South Carolina General Assenibly. ' • - \ -

4 At)eajteyery five years the Assembly could be reconvened to. revie7/ Progress (or IP ha thereof),

"4,-- revise the Charter and plan for further steps I- -

Another valuable :691 in this process is. continued research. Hopefully, With an audience for itg-

results, all three sectors will produce helpful research: However, the initiating consortium should„
identity research needs and. solicit resources and expertise to answer the questions Among those ques-

tions. is the impact on the total state of tourism it the coastal area and whatresOtirees are needed as Well

as provided through this number two contributor to the state's economy,

There isbroad consensug, and deep concern-that the coastal agenda-is of critical, interest to not only

the residents of the. area, but also to entire state. The vehicle Of the Coastal Charter and Coastal ,

• Assembly -Should sharpen the -issue* pros:Ince clearer o2psenstis and. *Suit' in more effective action.



ATTACHMENT

POLICY iND PROGRAM INITIATIVES
SOUTH CAROLINA COASTAL RESORT IMPACT RESOURCES INITIATIVE

Program Initiatives

BY MAJOR THEMES

Policy Options

EMPLOYMENT and ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT

Job Fair Model Development
to Include Reiearch and
Applicant-Tracking

. Mechanisms

Indigenous Enterprise
Development- Services

11 II. EDUCATION and TRAINING 
- Coastal Community Education

• ConsoFtium

- On-Job-Site Basic Education',

I

,- Employe! Rights Protection

r Incentives for Employer
Pfovided Child Care and
Transportation

7 Vocational/Career Education Reform

III. LAND -LOSS- and TAXATION POLICY 

Land Loss Legal Aissistance
and Education Program

• *- Land Action Committees .
in Each County -

*.Legal Assistance with
• Taxes, Mortgages, etc.. s,
*-Probate_Judge'andjaand _

Official Awareness and
Education Process- _

.* Professional Development
Consultation Services

National Religious and Other
Funding Sources- Are.Being •

. Contacted

11
- IV. -PHYSICAL and CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT-

,- Consolidated Marketing of'
Indigenous Crafts,

- Enhancement 'of current indigenous
Cultural Festivals-

-

impact Fees for. School 
Facilitiesina

'SPecial Adiustment:.
• Programming for
Indigenous Children

Legal Action Safeguard.to
Indigenous Property

- Owner

- Enabling Legislation to
Provide for Lease and
Sale-of Development

,Rights

- Property Tax Circuit Breaker
and Other Protections of
Indigenously Owned

• Property from Tax Sales

Access and Preservation 

=-Public Access to All -Water-
Ways, Required

- Others, To Be. Determined,

-Continued



POLICi AND PROGRAM INITIATIVES BY MAJOR THEMES - Continued

Program Initiaives",

-AFFORDABLE-HOUSING _and INFRASTRUCTURE

--Development of Affordable
• Housing Replication Model's

• Building tiomes 'with Iridigen
' Craftsmen- and Self-Help .

Bilanced liciusing_Development
• Edcation• Project •

VI.: HEALTH AND WELFARE' SERVICES,

out.;

POlicyOtitions 

DEVELOPMENT 
' _

Establish Linkage Fees :
4 and PoliCies tO Reduce

_Land Costs in-order
to Assure Balanced -
.-Development Including.'
Low-Income Housing

Require Infrastructure-
Development to Include
Iridigenous Property

'Owners

Develop,-,COmmunity Based Health Insurance to: Assure" Access
to Health Care, Services for Service and Seasonal Employees
with -Fees % to BUy-In, to Medicaid Research' and Demonstration
Waivers. Appointments With 'Robert Wood 'Johnson Foundation
Officials Have Been heldand Are Being Sought with HCFA.
Counties are Being- Considered for Demostration Sites.,

INTERFACE. WITH 40VERNMENTAL PLANNING -and DEVELOPMENT,—
'INTERESTS :".'

- -Coastal Sunsuit Meeting
with 'Kai, State and Local
OffiCial, Businessc and
Development Interest

• * Presentation of Scenarios
* Identifying Common Agenda
.* Planning Futuse Interface

PlAy 19 - 20, 1989

-"Balance Represeritation
_ on All Planning Agencies

,

- Others', , To, Be_ . _ Determined-

Vu -I. COOPERATION 'AND. C-OMMUNICATION' BETWEEN INDIGENOUS' AND NEW
RESIDENTS IN THE- :COMMUNITY

Succesiful dororounities_ Progam" is being developed, with the
_Conservation Foundation to .join- indigenous and resort
residents- at PawleY1 s- Island in .concerted -Cominunity -
planning.' .

,

- Property Taxpayers Coalition
° of -Indigenous and New Residents

Others, To Se,Determined
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APPENDIX III
•

LIST OF PEOPLE INTERVIEWED 

St.ianfort - -

Bill,Cochrane, president of ALCOA SC, developer of Dataw Island

Kitty Green, owner of the Gullah House restaurant

Frank Heflini-reporter,,The State newspaper

S.C. Rep. Harriet KeyseFling

'Harry Smythe, Focus On Beaufort

;Joe Mix, Owner, Island Outfitters

• Anne McNutt, president of Technical College of the Lowcountry

Elrid Moody, Beaufort County Councilman -

11,11ton Head:. -

Jerry Barkie, 'former mayor, town of Hilton Head

o ni a s Barnwell, housing developer

- Sam Bolden, retired, former owner of a construction materials hauling company -,

Jason Brown, hotel bellman, Hilton Head

Juan Byers, manager of a low-income housing project and member of the Hilton Head Native. Is-

lander Committee'

Morris Oimpbell, longtime resident, Hilton Head

John Curry, Chairman of Hilton Head Visitor & Convention Bureau

Joe Drieisen; golf course worker'

Julie Fine, manager of Mall at Shelter Cover

62
,

,„



Doris Grant, activist, organizing workers

Ben Hudson, former shrunper/restatgant owner

Veronica Miller, board member, Institute of Community -Education and Training
• ,

Thomas Norby,- vice president; Sea Pines,Plantation ,• -

Ishind

Rev. EiviiGreene, minister, St. Helena

'Frieda Mitchell, executive director; United Communities for Child Development Inc., St. Helena-
-

Charleaton

_
• RobinaBlakerbasketmakeri.Moinit Pleasant

_Althea Coakley; 1.3asketmaker, Mount Pleasant

ChaTlotte-Fairey, director, Charleston tie4 &413i-elkfast

Elizabeth Iyiazyck, basketmaker, Mount Pleasant

Sue Middleton, 'basketmaker, Mount Pleasant

Dan and Linda-Ravenel, Charleston residents, -

• -
'Margaret Davidson, director, Sea Grant Consortium,, _

-

Johns Island -
I. ,

, N

Bill Jenkins, resident, health care activist

Phillip Simmons, former farmer and no* bank teller

!rafter Stanley, Manager of Stanley Tire Company

-

Rev. AionZa Washington, rninisier_



Wadlamaw bland

Libby & George Ambrose, shrimpers

- Dana Beach., executive director, Coastal Conservation League

- Lonnie Taylor, crabber/shrimper

John Taylor, waiter

Grand Strand

-Becki Brantley, executive director, Camp Baskeryill

Jimmy Chandler, director of Environmental Law Project, Pawleys Island

Tony Campbell, director of development, Episcopal Diocese

"COUpe" de Ville, chairman of Myrtle,Beach Air Force Base Redevelopment Committee and person

nel director for Wic.camaw, Inc.

John Maxwell, owner Hendrix House llotel, former president of Hotel/Motel Association, and, - -

Myrtle Beach City councilman

Genevieve Peterkin, longtime-resident, Murrells Inlet

' ' Bill Pritchard, vice president, Burroughs & Chapin Company

Vera Thomas, marketing director, Myrtle Beach Hotel/Motel Association

Jesse Ward, pregident ofthe Garden City Homeowners

Association, and his wife, Elizabeth

- Tracy Winley, hotel maid, Georgetown _

Bill Lawrence, executive,director, S.C. Department Of.

Parks, Recreati9n and Tourism

O'Neal Smalls, University
, 
of South Carolina law

-Piofessor

,
-Dr. John Vemberg, director, Belle Baruch Institute of -

Marine, and Coistalltesearch
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Fpous,GRoup.-PARTIcTATIoN

, •

_ CHARLESTON DEVELOPMENT FOCUS GROUP

Ms. CA-3nese Wrightert-Jenkins,Charlestoncotinty Human Services Corporation, Charleston, South

Carolina

Ms. Karen Rivers, Charleston CoUnty Human Services Corporation, Chaileston, South-Carolina

- -
Mr. John Wilson, Executive Director, Rural Areas Economic' Development Project (RAEDP), Mt

Pleasant, South Carolina - •

,

Mr. Arthur Pinckney, Board Member, Rural Areas Economic Devilopment Project (RAMP), Mt.

Pleasant, South Carolina

Mr. Jules Plouffe, Director, rgetown Job_Service, South Carolina Employment Security Comm
• . _ - -

sioni-Peorgetown, South Carolina • .. -_

Ms.,Sylvia Mitchum, Director, Work Support Programs, 'Charleston County Depaftment of So
cial

'ServicesXharlestOn; South Carolina 
,

• Also Attending,

Mr. Marvin Lme, Directory South Carolina Institute on Poverty and Deprivation _

BEAUFORT DEVELOPMENT FOCUS GROUP

-

;Mr. Fred S.,Washington, Jr., Director, Beaufort CoiintYl)epartmetit-of Social-Services, Beaufort,
 South

. Carolina

Ms: Laura Busch; Beaufort County Board of Education, Bluffton, South Carolina -

- Mr. JosephMcbomick, Land Retention Coordinator, Penn Cbmmunity-Services,•Inc., St. Helena, Sou
th

, _ _ 

Carolint " ' - ,.. ,. -

MS., Martha .Dicua,,Attorney,'Neighborhood Legal Services, St. Helena, South Carolina

Mr. York Glover, Extension Agent, Clemson University, Beaufort, South Carolina

.. Leroy H. Gilliard, Executive Director,,tfeaufortgasper, Economic Opportunity commission, Beaufort,, .

South Carolina -,- ,- - --- - _ . \ _ - • - -

Sister Ellen Roberaton, Ph.D., Executive Director, Low Country Human Development Center, ,

- -Ridgeland, South-Carolina

-- - ,Mr Buddy Thompson, Executive Director, LowconntrY Regional Planning Council, Yame
we,South

Mt Jim Wescott, Executive Director; Lciwcountry and Resort Islands Tourism Commission; Hainpton,. . 
South.Carolinn

Mr 'Henry P. Moss, Jr, County Administrator, Jasper County, Riclgeland, South Carolina

Mt -Buddy Thompson, Executive Director/ Lowcountry Regional Planning Council
. s

. .-
.-65 -
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Also Attending

Mr. Kenneth Driggers, Executive Director, The 'Palmetto Conservation Foundation1
Dr. Bob Healy, School of the Environment, Duke University;• '

Mr. Dewitt John, State Policy Coordinator, The Aspen Institute

Mr. Marvin Lare, Director, South 'Carolina Institute on Poverty and Deprivation

-CONWAY DEVELOPMENT FOCUS' GROUP

Dr. Peter B. Barr, Director, Coastal Center for Economic and Coinmunity Dev,elopmenctUniversity of

_ South Carolina - Coastal Carolina, Conway, South Carolina
)

• Mr. Jack C. Hutchinson, Executive Director, Horry,CountyDevelopment Board, Conway, South Caro- -
, _ - • •

-.Una 

„ Ms. Jeanne Casey, Executive Director, Community Volunteer Services, Inc., Myrtle Beach, South'

Carolina

Ms. Becky Brantley, ExeCutive Director, •Camp•BaskerAlle,-Pawley's-Island, South Carolina'

_

Ms. Sara-Haynes, Intern, Camp Baikerville, Pawleys Island, South Carolina

•Mr David Mincey., Director,,Horry County Department of Social Services, Conway, South Carolina

Mr. Arthur Winston, Coastal Communities Resources Network, Conway, South Carolina •

Mr. Warren Hix, Executive Director, South Horry Health Clinic, Conway, South Carotin

- Mr. James Powell; Director, Hoiry County Adult Education, Conway; South Carolina

Also Attending

Mr. ICenneth Driggers, Executive Director, The Palmetto, Conservation Foundation

Mr. Marvin Lare, Director, South Carolina Institute on Poverty and Deprivation ,

ft
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• 1. Mr. -J.W. Lawrence, Executive Director ---

SC Parks,Recreation, & Tourism

1205 Pendleton St.

Columbia,-SC 29201

734-0166

Ms. Joan Davis

Community Development Division

SC Parks, Recreation, & Tourism

1205 rendleton St.

Columbia, SC 29201

734-104

3. Mr. Jim Wescott,.Executive Director ,

Low Country & Resort Island Tourism Comm

P.O. Box 366 '

Hampton, SC 29924

943-9180 ,

4. Mr. Joe &crest, Executive-DirectOr -

Myrtle Beach Hotel and Motel Association ,

PO Box 1303

Myr_ tle Beach, SC 29578

626-9668 .

Dr. Robert Becker, Director

The Strom Thurmond Institute ,

Clemson University

Cleriison, SC 29634-5130

656-4700

• 6. , Mr. Dana Beach

Executive Director _

SC Coastal Conservation League

PO Box 1765

Charleston, SC 29402

723-8035 ,

,7. Mr. Jimmy Chandler .

SC Environmental Law Project

PO Box 279

Pawleysisland, SC 29585

527-0078

•

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

at ,Apill'24, 1992, Meeting

8. Ms. Becki Brantley -

Director. '

Camp Baskerville

PO Box 990

Pawleys Island SC 29585

237-3459-

9. The Honorable Harriet Keyserling

SC House of Representatives

PO Box 1168

Beaufort, SC 29901 :

734-2911

Helen Stamen, Executive Director.

Charleston Visitor's and Convention Center

• P. 0. Box 975•

Charleston, SC 29402 --

853-8000 •

11. Mr. John Hildreth
Palmetto Trust for Historic Preservation

456 ICing St.

Charleston, SC 29403

722-8552

12.CharleS Bundy.

Former Chairman

SC Parks, Recreation, & ToUris' m

PO Boi 460

Lancaster, SC 2972?
:286-2197 ••,.

13: Ms.--Margaret,Davidson, Executive Director

SC Sea Grant Consortitun•

287 Meeting Street -

Charleston, SC 29401

727-2078

14. Ms. Charlotte Fairey

Historic Charleston Bed & Breakfast -

43 Legare- Street -,

Charleston, SC 29401

722-6606

67
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15. Mr. Henry Chathbers

The Beaufort Initiative

•11-5 Verdier Road •

Beaufort,, SC 29902 ,.'

• _
- 16. MI: Bimey, Blind, Director

Horry County Planning Department

P.O. Box '1236 ,

Conway, k 29526

248-211-

17. Mr. Fred Washington, Director -

„ Beaufort. County Department of Social Services

P.O. Box 1065

Beaufort, SC 29901

525-7861

• 18. Mr. Morris Campbell

212'Spanish Wells Road

Hilton Head, SC.29226 '

, 19. Judy Riggs

Palm Key

Rural Route 5, Box 410
Ridgeland, SC 29936

- 1-800-228-8420

. ,

20. Fran Smith, Editor -

The-Island-Packet

PO:Bbx 57,27

Hilton Head, SC 29938

, •

21. Mr. Jack‘HutchinSon, Executive DirectOr

Horry County Development Board

1,288 „-

Cotiway, SC 29526'
- .

• 12. Mr. O'Neal Smalls -

Freawdoda Farm

USC School of Law

Main & Green :Streets,

Columbia,SC 29208

777-4155 •

23.Mr. George W. McDaniel, Ph.d.i -

Director, Drayton Hall - '

National. Trist for His-to_tic Preservation

•_3380 Ashley River Road

Charleston, SC 24414

7456-'0188 _

•

-24.Mr. Cliff Riidd _

Myrtle Beach Air Base

Redevelopment Committee'

iop Oak St. 7

Myrtle Beach; SC 29577"

626-7783

-

25. Mra.-_Jennifer Rauch

Ibis Hi4stbric Restoration

_1001,Charles.Street -

Beaufort; SC 29902

524-0767

26.Mr. Marvin Lare

Institute of Poverty & Deprivation

Department Of Social Services

P.O. Box 86

Columbia, S29202

-734-61'22 - •

27.Mr: 'John_ Wilson, Director

Rural Areas Economic Development Project

- F..0.13ox,43_ , _
Mt: pleasant, sc 29464 -
884-0893

_
• 28.Mr. David E. Mincy, Director

Horry County Department of Social Services

P.O. Drawer 1465

Conway, SC 29526
-

29.The Honorable Joieph Riley

-Mayor 6f.the City of Charleston

City Hall

',80 Broad Stteet

Charleston, SC 29401 -
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Palmetto Conservation Foundation -

Post Office Box 5,736; Columbia, 'Sc -29250-5736
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